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EDITORIAL 

Attention 
Dear Sir: 

I would like to express my experience with one of 
your advertisers, Progress Computers. I had been trying to 
locate a source for File Cabinet for about one year. Last 
Oct I saw the ad in TORPET and ordered the program. My 
cheque cleared the bank the following month. 

In February I had not received the order and so I 
wrote a second letter with no response. I then tried to 
call. I was given the name of Chester Lewis and another 
'phone number. Now, six months later, $35 lost, plus the 
cost of several 'phone calls, I can get no response. I 
would still like a copy of the database program. 

.A.ny suggestions? 
John W. Mahaffey, 

Pres. 
Memphis, TN 

Dear Sirs: 

On October 30th. I ordered a program called "File 
Cabinet" from an advertisement in "The TORPET". The 
cheque was cashed sometime around January. I have writ
ten to them many times and have yet to even get a 
reply. The program cost $35.00 and I can get a copy of 
the cancelled cheque. I would greatly appreCiate any help 
you could give me. The program was ordered from 
Progress Computer, 7073 Lynnetree Way Citrus Heights, 
CA., U.SA 95610. 

Thank you. 
Sincerely yours, 

Jim Borst 
Ellsworth, Wisconsin 

Good Housekeeping Again 
As we have mentioned before The Torpet is not 

the Good Housekeeping of computers. Neitner are we a 
Consumers Guide. We neither give a seal of approval 
nor do we rate the products. The products reviewed in 
our columns have not been independently tested or in
dependently reviewed by us. 

That is not to say that it isn't a good idea. We 
simply don't have the manpower to do the job. 

On the other hand, we do try to take what precau
tions we can. For example we turned down for this issue 
with regret (and we sincerely mean regret a full page 
ad, two smaller ads, and a color insert because we did 
not feel they were in our reader's best interests. 

The color insert dealt with a new monitor for which 
we have not as yet been able to get an independent 
review. This would not always be a requirement but we 
have had several letters from readers complaining about 
mOnitor performance. (We will try to publish them along 
With replies in the next issue.) That ad was a hard one to 
resist because It came With both promises ot future full 
page advertising and threats if we did not carry it 

The other full page of advertising that we discon
tinued also struck us equally hard. It was really innocuous, 
which is at the other extreme of the scale, and you may 
then wonder why in the world we would refuse it The 
reason IS that it is what we would call an "institutional" 
ad. It didn't tell you anything. It just presented the name 
ot the advertiser. This, admittedly, may well be important 
to, and beneficial for the advertiser. But we don't feel 
such a non-informative ad is that beneficial for our 
readers and since it just takes up otherwise valuable 
space we let It go. 

Most publications would not turn down ads of this 
type, and we may be crazy to do so, also. The point is 
that we view ourselves as more than a publish for profit 
publication (although we are that also). We are trying to 
be a service publication. Admittedly, every publication, 
even Playboy, must offer something to its readers or they 
wouldn't buy it 
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But I guess what I am trying to say is that we would 
like to be a Good Housekeeping of Commodore Com
puters, or a Consumer's Guide but we just don't have the 
resources to do it Still, when our readers complain about 
a particular product we try to respond. Those letters to 
the editor in this issue about File Cabinet caused us to 
drop paid in advance advertising. 

Another ad that we had in place for the last issue 
was pulled out right at press time and replaced with a 
cartoon because the executive of TPUG complained that it 
contributed to piracy. So we do listen to your concerns. 

Please don't get the idea that we are cavalier about 
our advertisers. When we get a complaint we give the ad
vertiser an opportunity to respond. And we try to be 
reasonable about our deCISions. We need our advertisers. 
They are a major source of revenue for paying the print
Ing bill. 

While we are mentioning the printing bill, next month 
we plan to go to 96 pages. That is double our present 
Size, and with our expanding circulation we will need more 
and larger advertisers. In the past we have been in the 
fortunate position of having more advertisers than we 
have had room for ads. Hopefully, this will continue to be 
the case but for now with the larger format and the need 
tor more ads we are looking for more advertisers. So if 
you know of any potential ones, please tell us about them. 

One more thing about this Good Housekeeping and 
Consumer's Guide thing. We are beginning to arrange for 
more and more independent reviews of products so if you 
do have a product you would like to have reviewed please 
do send it to us and we will try to make arrangements. I 
hope saYing thiS doesn't suddenly open a floodgate but we 
can handle more than we are doing. 

But readers, please still beware, we still don't 
promise a "Seal of Approval" or a "Rating" between 
various products. 

The Publisher 



Letters to t 
I certainly look forward to the receipt of my monthly 

copy ot 'The TOR PET'. It assures me that many others out 
there are sharing similar interests (and frustrations)! The 
contributions of many, through articles and programs have 
kept me going. Perhaps one day I will be able to pass 
along a little assistance myself. 

(rhe new tapeldisk I.D. system makes sense!) 
Vic Sinclair #4197 

Liwly, Ontario 
Congratulations on a fine organization. I thoroughly en
JOy the TORPET magazine. 

Ronald I. Gamble #6366 
BrockYille, Ontario 

rORPET is good. Your exchange is outstanding. Wish 
Commodore was beUer represented in the States. But, 
they seem to have a bad case of "shoot yourself in the 
foot" syndrome. 

Tom Owen #0971 
Raleigh, North Carolina 

fhe MarchI April and May issues of TORPET were very 
well done, plus I enjoyed reading them and LEARNED 
qUite a bit. 

John Pereira #6446 
Mississauga, Ontario 

Just a note of congratulations on the various improve
ments in your magazine TORPET over the years. As you 
can see from my membership number, I have been with 
the group for many years and have purchased first, all of 
the tapes available at that time and now, several of the 
alSkS I could tind useful. 

I especially enjoy the Club Activities report on the 
happenings at the various meetings. Often there are bits 
ot information in it regarding special instruction tips which 
I find most helpful in supplementing the lack of 
documentation for certain programs you have available on 
your monthly disks. 

Thank you for your help and may I offer my best 
Wishes for the success of the club and your most inter
esting magazine. 

Lloyd Wright VE3CFR #0258 
london, Ontario 
My nusoana and I att~n"ed your conrerence on May 

14 and 1!>, and were very pleased With the tOPICS 
covered, and the information we3cquired through this 
card. Keep up the good work. 

You deserve a lot of credit for the many hours of 
work put into this project 

(Mrs.) Diane McDermitt 
Kitchener, Ont., 

InCidentally, , enjoyed the conterence very much 
and learnt a lot. The organization was superb (and' I 

say this as one who has organized International con
tercnces for the last 28 years!) 

Correction 

L. F. Jarrett 
Nepean, Ont., 

In the article "Some Mixed-mode Graprllc:, 
Subroutines In BASIC" by William R. Frenchu in the June 
Issue, hne 20080 should have read ... 

20080 
Z=320*HY+8192:FOR 1=0 TO {HB+LEN(lS»*8:POKC 
Z +I,O:NEXT:RETURN 
Sorry for the inconvenience. 

e Editor 

Why a "theme/ess" issue 
We like to give each issue a theme, sucn as musIC 

or games, and will do so in the future. The only problem 
IS that we receive good articles which we want to publish 
but either do not fit into any of the themes or there was 
not room for in that particular issue. Not wanting to 
deprive our readers of anything, we decided to print a 
number of these articles in one issue, this one. 

rhus, this issue appears to be a bit of a mixture, 
and It IS! We believe that you Will enJoy these articles. We 
have also included a couple of articles about the con
terence, although we had hoped to print more about the 
speakers. 

Hope you enjoy reading this issue! 

Sandra Waugh 
Associate Editor 

To our contributors: past, present, and future: 
The TOR PET still pays $20 per page for articles and 

we welcome new submissions. We do have a small 
backlog of articles which we have not yet been able to fit 
in. 

We are trying to get to everything. We plan, in the 
near future, to have letters prepared to acknowledge the 
received articles, but this will take some more time before 
It is implemented. 

Send us a letter explaining the types of articles you 
would like to write. Frequently we need a special subject 
covered and, if you have indicated an interest, then we 
can contact you. 

Copyright Policy 

Our edltortal committee has stated that tne non-a
cceptance of copyrighted material rule is not cast in iron 
but for ,the present it remains TORPET's editorial policy 
that evertthing it prints is public domain so that new 
computer clubs can have material for their newsletters. 

We also would like for you to share your thoughts 
about what we are doing right or wrong in TORPET. Write 
to the editor and tell us your adVice. 

fORPET needs your help to serve you the best that 
It can. 

\lIe:. 2.0 

R$-Z32 

TPl-\Gr 

C -64 

5UP£RPET 
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Sandra W .. gh 
Associate Editor 

Quillan 
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FEATURE 

Conference Wrapup 
by Gord Campbell Toronto, Ont. 

The TPUG Conference was quite suc
cessful. based on the comments received to 
date. This success was due to the efforts 
Of many people. most of whom remained in 
the background. 

Special thanks must go to two people 
who helped out and were unable to attend. 
Rob Lockwood got the ball rolling with tne 
outside speakers. and then found that a 
major trade show. and the effort to prepare 
tor it. would conflict with the conference. 

John Shepherd helped in many areas. 
only to have his company send him on a 
business trip to Europe. John was still 
pitching in the day he left. 

Bill O'Brien organized the equipment
handling, and then spent his weekend in 
the copy centre. Bob Morrow got things 
organized Saturday. a task which was made 
very difficult when a busload of copiers 
was late. We did eventually manage to get 
all the copying done (aout 8000 diskettes). 
although there was a substantial backlog on 
Saturday evening. For those of you who 
were unable to pick up your diskettes, the 
club office is trying to make sure they get 
back to you by summer. 

Jim Carswell was the main interface 
to George Brown College, and did quite a 
job of 'crisis management' throughout the 
conference. Dave Fraser. the Campus 
Manager, helped tremendously in pointing 
out mistakes to avoid. 

The smoothest part of the whole con
terence was the dealer area, thanks to the 
effort of Terry Herckenrath. All the 
dealers who attended seemed to do 
tremendous business. 

Rosemary Beasley put a terrific effort 
into signs for the conference. People ac
tually seemed to be able to find the 
cpeakers this year. 

Dave Williams not only enrolled 
Rosemary, but also got the 'Traders Cor
ner' organized. While there wasn't an enor
mous amount of equipment offered. it was 
definitely a success. 

AI Farquharson helped organize people 
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to introduce the speakers. and pitched in 
wherever it was needed, as did Keith 
Falkner and Mike Hyszka. 

The club librarians did a superb job of 
organizing the best material from the past. 
as well as about 10 disks of new material. 
People who only brought a couple of disks 
had difficulty deciding what to get. 

Jim Butterfield wasn't supposed to 
work tor the whole weekend. but that's the 
way it worked out in the end. The 
'Introduction to Machine Language' was ex
tremely well received according to my spy. 
and he then spoke twice on Sunday. 

All who attended owe a debt to the 
Gpeakers The list is too long to mention 
them all. but the presentations were 
generally well-prepared and quite useful. 

The individuals and organizations who 
loaned us equipment for the weekend in
cluded the Toronto School Board. the 
Separate School Board. Oakwood Collegiate, 
Commodore, BMB Compuscience. most of 
the directors of the club, and several 
others . Many thanks go to all of them. 
We certainly didn't have anything to spare. 

Chris Bennett. Doris Bradley. and the 
other people from the club office gave us 
tremendous support. fr:;m preparation right 
through to cleaning up the last details. 

Finally, many thanks to those of you 
who simply helped out when the need 
arose. From our President right down to 
the newest member, everybody showed that 
they were willing. Without the prospect of 
such cheerful assistance. the conference 
would be an impossible task. 



Peter Spencer 

Keith Falkner 

i 
~~ 

Gord Campbell 

AI Farquharson 

Frank Covitz StevE' Punter 
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FEATURE 

DEALER EXHIBITION 
J983 TPUG 

Conference 
The 1983 TPUG Conference Dealer Exhibi
tion was quite a success. I'm sure that 
everyone who attenaea the Conference also 
visitea the Dealur Exhibition. 

According to some of the exhibitors. 
business was better than they had an
tiCipatea. Lots of people took advantage of 
the sharp prices on boxes of diskettes and 
C-64NIC-20 software. 

I was very pleased to meet Gerald King 
Of KING MICROWARE from Montreal. He 
startea his business in February of this 
year. manufacturing and distributing software 
for the VIC-20 and C-64 under licence from 
ABACUS software in the United States. He 
offers this software at the advertised 
AMERICAN prices. in CANADIAN funds. Keep 
up the good work Gerald! 

Some of the other good deals were 
found at the GUARDIAN DATA PRODUCTS 
booth. They were demo-ing several dif
ferent printers. one of which was selling 
for as low as $375.00. 

The best deal around must have been 
the 5 cent blank cassette tapes at the 
TPUG booth. Chris. how DO you DO it? 

For the business person there was 
computer furniture for the office. letter 
quality daisy wheel typewriters/printers and 
powerline filters as well as some business 
sottware. 

The kids sure seemed to like lhe 
ADVANTAGE booth. They were forever play
Ing games on the two VIC's and C-64's 
that Advantage had set up. In fact they 
played JAWBREAKER II so often that the 
game's tune was starting to drive me nuts! 

Somebody found It necessary to STEAL 
a secona hana game cartrlage tram the 
TRADER'S CORNER. J hope It was not a 
TPUG memb~r as I like to think of mem
bers as being decent people Whoever it 
was. he/she deserves to be hung by 
his/her toenails. 

Some of the dealers also reported a 
few thefts. I must say I find it simply ap
palling that some people cannot enjoy 
themselves without causing harm to others. 
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BY Terry Herckenrath 
Toronto Onto 

That HAS to be the reason why they do it; 
computer software and accessories can 
hardly be considereo necessities of life. 

Mike Hyszka was showing a CBC 
reporter around on Saturday morning. The 
reporter stayed around for almost two 
hours. talking to people about the Con
ference I don't know what was done with 
the material he gathered. 

Late Saturaday afternoon Chris Bennett 
drew everbody's attention by firing his 
'machine gun'. at least it sounded like 

. one. Turned out that he got hold of some 
of that 'bubble' packing material and un
leashed his frustrations(?) on it. 

I was jus~ starting to think that the 
Dealer Exhibition would be free from any 
sort of trouble. when suddenly. at about 
one O'ClOCk on Sunday all the lights went 
out. The gymnasium doesn't have any win
dows and it also doesn't have emergency 
lighting. so when the lights went out. boy. 
was it DARK. Somehow I made my way to 
the exit to help the security guard make 
sure that no equipment was being lifted. 
Except for one man who immediately 
thought we were picking on him. everyone 
was very co-operative when we checked 
their bags etc. as people were leaving the 
gymnasium. Special thanks to David Bradl
ey. who had the excellent idea to bring his 
motorcycle inside to shed some light on things. 

At one thirty the lights came on and 
everyone simply continued with what they 
were dOing when the lights went out. just 
as if nothing had ever happened. 

This has been the 'first time that I have 
been involved in the organization of a TPUG 
Conference. I realize there must be 
numerous things that could have been 
handled better. If you have any suggestions 
for next year's Dealer Exhibition. please 
send them to me at the TPUG address. I 
hope to be able to offer my services again 
next year, and if not. I'll pass any sugges
tions along to whoever will be setting up 
the next Exhibition. 

See you af! next year! 
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Programmers Do It In Software 
Part 3 

by Hal Chamberlin Raleigh, NC 
Computing the Samples 

Thus the problem of synthesizing sound 
with a DAC has been reduced to that of 
computing waveform sample values and 
quickly outputting them to the DAC. Two 
constraints. however. keep this from being 
a simple. straightforward programming task. 
One difficulty is that reasonably high 
sample rates. such as 8KHz. allow very lit
tle time. such as 125 microseconds. for 
computing a sample. When synthesizing 
multiple voices. such as 4. the amount of 
time spent on each voice has to be around 
30uS. Not only must machine language be 
used. but It must be highly optimized 
machine language Implementing an efficient 
synthesis algorithm. The other difficulty is 
that the time oetween samples must De ao
solutely consistent from sample-to-sample; 
even a one microsecond variation will intro
duce more noise than 8-bit D-to-A conver
sion does. On some machines such as 
Ataris. the display may have to be turned 
off to allow the processor to run at a 
uniform speed. 

The secret to meeting these constraints 
at all is the use of waveform tables 
stored in memory. Before the music is 
played. these tables are filled with values 
representing the waveshape tor each instru
nient sound desired. The filling process is 
not subject to the constraints listed 
above so straightforward machine program
ming or even BASIC can be used to fill 
the tables. More on this later. 

Assuming that a filled waveform table is 
available. all that is necesary to "play" the 
waveform is to write a short loop that 
scans the table one entry at a time and 
outputs each entry to the DAC. Since musi
cal waveforms are periodic (repetitive). 
when the table has been scanned from 
beginning to end. you "wraparound" to the 
beginning and scan it again. Each scan 
through the table will produce one cycle of 
the tabulated waveform. The number of 
scans accomplished in 1 second will then 
determine the fundamental frequency (pitch) 
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of the generated tone. Figure 3 illust.ates 
the waveform table concept. Note that 
",:raparound from end to beginning can be 
Visualized as bending the table into a 
Circle. 

7 
L 12. 

L2.-
r::il--
-II 
-) -, 
-2. 

C.IR(VlAR REPRf.SeNTATlDAI 

Figure 3. Waveform Tables 

If the table. is exactly 256 bytes long. 
then. the machine code routine in Figure 
4 Will do the scanning job for a single 
voice. Note the use of the indexed ad
dreSSing mode tor accessing the table. The 
Y register acts as a pointer into the 
wavetorm table. When the Y register incre
ments from 0 and reaches 255. the next 
increment will ·overflow" back to zero thus 
providing the wraparound. It is helpful to 
visualize the pointer as going around and 
around the circular table "peeling off" a 
wavetorm cycle each time around. 

Figu~e 4. Simple 1 Voice Waveform Table Scan 
Routine 

LOY #0 INITIALIZE Y 
LOOP LOA WVTAB,Y GET A WAVEFORM TABLE ENTRY 

STA OAe STORE IT IN THE CAC 

JI~yp LOOP MOVE THE WAVEFORM TABlE POINTER 
IY1 CONTINUE SCANNING FOREVER 

In Figure SA is a routine for produc
ing 4 voices by simultaneously scanning 4 
different tables. Every "sample period" (time 
around the loop)' a sample value is read 
trom each table and added up to create a 
single sample which is sent to the DAC. 
Thus the mathematical operation of ad
dition is equivalent to the audio operation 
of mixing several signals into one. Note 
that the waveform table entries need to be 
scaled so that when 4 at them are added 
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up. that overflow does not occur. Figure 
5B shows an alternate method of miXing 
multiple voices. Here. each sample is out
put to the OAG as soon as it is gotten 
from the table. The mixing actually takes 
place in the DAG's low-pass filter. For this 
to work properly. the "dwell time" of each 
voice's sample in the DAG should be ap
proximately equal: If they are unequal. the 
voice dwelling longer will sound louder. One 
advantage of the 5B method is that the 
table entries do not need to be scaled (the 
result is less noise) and one disadvantage 
is that the loop is slower due to the 3 ex
tra STA instructions. 
Figure SA. Four Voice Waveform Table Scan with 
Mixing by Addition 

LOY flO INITIALIZE Y 
LOOP LOA WVTAB1.Y GET VOICE 1 WAVEFORM TABLE ENTRY 

CLC 
ADC WVTAB2,Y ADO IN VOICE 2 
ADC WVTAB2, Y ADD IN VOICE 3 
ADC WVTAB2,Y ADO IN VOICE 4 
STA DAC STORE THE SUM IN THE (lAC . 
INY MOVE THE WAVEFORM TABlE POINTER 
JMP LOOP CONTINUE SCANNING FOR EVER 

Figure 5B. Four Voice Waveform Table Scan with 
Time Division Mixing 

LOY 10 INITIALIZE Y 
LOOP LOA WVTAB1.Y GET VOICE 1 WAVEFORM TABLE ENTRY 

NOP EQUALIZE: DWELL TIME AMONG THE 
VOICES 

STA OAe OUTPUT VOICE 1 TO THE DAC 
LDI WVTAB2,Y GET VOIce 2 
NOP EQUALIZE 
STA DAe OUTPUT VOICE 2 TO THE OAC 
LOA WVTAB3.Y GET VOICE 3 
NOP EQUAL~E 
STA OAe OUTPUT VOICE 3 TO THE (lAC 
LOA WVTAB4.Y GET VOICE 4 
INY MOVE THE WAVEFORM TABLE POINTER 
STA DAC OUTPUT VOICE 4 TO THE (lAC 
JMP LOOP CONTINUE SCANNING FOR EVER 

Now that waveforms can be output at 
adequate speed (the figure 5 routines are 
actually faster than necessary). the next 
prOblem is to control the pitch of the 
tones. Since the pitch is determined by how 
rapidly the table pointers go around the 
tables. there are two obvious ways to alter 
the pitch: change the loop speed by insert
ing NOPs or change the table length. The 
former is undesirable for a number of 
reasons. particularly for multiple VOices. so 
varying the table length will be used in
stead. The effective table length is ac
tually determined by two factors. One factor 
is the actual length which so far has been 
256 bytes. It is highly desirable to retain 
this length because it greatly simplifies 
(that means speeds up) the table lookup 

and handling of wraparound. The other fac
tor is how far the pointer advances each 
sample period. The figure 5 routines always 
advanced the pointer by 1 but if they are 
rewritten to advance it by 2 Instead. the 
effective table length becomes 128 enlrie~~. 

If it is advanced by 3. the effective length 
becomes 85 1/3 (no problem) and so on. 
The amount the pointer is advanced in 
each sample periOd will be called the table 
pointer increment. Figure 6A shows the 
Figure 4 routine modified for a variable 
increment. 

When the table poimer increment is 
restricted to integer values. only a few dif
ferent pitches are available for a given 
table length. For example. the Figure 6A 
routine can produce only the following fre
quencies (l MHz clock assumed): 195.3Hz. 
390.6. 585.9. 781.2. N*195.3Hz where N is 
th.J increment. Besides being very far apart 

; (the tirst two are 12 notes apart!). Few of 
the possibilities fall very close to standard 
music note frequencies. The solution to this 
dilemma is to allow non-integer table 
pOinter increments. With non-Integer in
crements. any frequency desired may be 
prOduced. Their use also implies that the 
table pointer itself will have a fractional 
part which calls tor interpolation between 
adjacent waveform table entries. Unfort
unately. to actually perform linear interpola
tion requires a substantial amount of extra 
code and one (ugh) multiplication to be 
performed. While the newer 16 bit proces
sors may be able to do this rapidly 
enough. it is necessary to just ignore the 
fractional part of the table pointer when 
wavetable lookup is actually performed on 
an 8 bit micro. Note that this compromise 
does introduce some excess noise which is 
called interpolation noise. 

Figure 6B shows a waveform table 
scan routine modified for non-integer table 
pointers and increments. Both the pointer 
and the increment are now 16 bit values 
with an 8 bit integer part and an 8 bit 
fractional part. Note that. although the frac
tional part at the pointer (PTRF) does not 
participate in the lookup operation. it must 
be maintained in the calculation for things 
to work out right. With this routine. fre
quenCies at any multiple ot .526Hz may be 
produced which allows a very close ap
proximation to standard note frequencies. 
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GENERAL 
. Figure SA. Single Voice Waveform Table with Variable 
Increment 

slight frequency error wnich livens up the 
sound significantly. 

LOY #0 INITIALIZE THE POINTER 
LOOP LDA WVTAB1,Y GET A WAVEFORM TABLE ENTRY 

STA OAC STORE IT IN THE DAC 
TYA ADO THE INCREMENT TO THE POINTER 

Figure 7. Complete 4 Voice Sound Generation Routine 

CLC 
Ar; INCR PLAY LDY #0 

LDX TEMPO TAY 
JMP LOOP CONTINUE SCANNING FOREVER 

Figure 68. Single Voice Waveform Table Scan with 
fractional Increment 

LOY #0 INITIAliZE THE POINTER 
STY PTRF 

lOOP LOA WVTAB1. Y 
STA OAG 
LOA PTRF 
CLC 
ADCINCF 
STA PTRF 
TYA . 
ADC INCI 
TAY 
JMP LOOP 

GET A WAVEFORM TABLE ENTRY 
STORE IT IN THE OAC 
ADO THE INCREMENT TO THE POINTER. 
FRACTIONAL PARTS FIRST 

THEN THE INTEGER PARTS 

CONTINUE SCANNING FOREVER 

PLAY 1 CLC 
LOA (V1PT+l),Y 
ADC (V2PT+l),Y 
ADC (V3PT+l),Y 
ADC (V4PT+ll,Y 
STA X'1700 
LOA V1PT 
ADC VllN 
STA V1PT 
LDA V1PT+l 
ADC V11N+1 
STA V1PT+l 
LOA V2PT 
ADC V2lN 
STA V2PT 
LDA V2PT+1 
ADC V2IN+1 

Figure 7 shows the full-blown. 4 vOice STA V2PT+1 
LDA V3PT 

synthesis loop that is actually used in ey- ADC V3IN 
isting OAC synthesis programs with perhaps ~~ ~~~+1 
minor modifications. Note that the 4 ADC V3IN+1 

; SET Y TO ZERO FOR STRAIGHT INDIRECT 
;SET x TO TEMPO COUNT 
; COMPUTE AND OUTPUT A COMPOSITE SAMPLE 

; ClEAR CARRY 
; ADD UP 4 VOICE SAMPLES 
; USING INDIRECT ADDRESSING THROUGH VOICE 
; POINTERS INTO WAVEFORM TABLES 
; STRAIGHT INDIRECT WHEN Y INDEX =0 
; SEND SUM TO DlGITAL-TD-ANAlOG CONVERTER 
; ADD INCREMENTS TO POINTERS FOR 
; THE 4 VOICES 
; FIRST FRACTIONAl PART 

; THEN INTEGER PART 
; VOICE 2 

; VOICE 3 

waveform table painters (one for each ~6~ ~:~+1 ; VOICE 4 
voice) are now kept in memory instead of ADC V4IN 
the Y register (they are all different since ~~ ~~+1 
the 4 voices will probably have different ADC V4IN+l 

STA V4PT+1 
frequencies) and that indirect addressing DEX ; DECREMENT & CHECK TEMPO COUNT 
through these pointers is used to do the BNE TIMWAS ; BRANCH TO TIME WASTE IF NOT RUN OUT 

DEC DUR ; DECREMENT & CHECK DURATION COUNTER 
table lookup. Each pointer actually consists BEa ENDNOT ; JUMP OUT IF END OF NOTE 
of 3 bytes: a constant part that holds the LOX TEMPO ; RESTORE TEMPO COUNT 

BNE PlAY1 ; CONTINUE PlAYING 
page address of the waveform table. an in- TIMWAS BNE *+2 ; 3 WASTE 12 STATES 
teger part that points to a particular byte ~~~ ::~ ; ~ 
in the table, and a fractional part that is BNE PlAY1 ; 3 CONTINUE PlAYING 
not used for lookup but does participateENDNOT RTS ~ ~~::~OOP TIME =114 STATES =ana HZ 
when the increment is added. Each incre- ; THE FOLLOWING VARIABLES SHOULD BE IN PAGE ZERO 
ment consists of 2 bytes: an integer part V1PT .BYTE 0 ; VOICE 1 WAVE POINTER, FRACTIONAl PART 
and a fractional part according to the pitch .wORD WAV1TB; INTEGER PART AND WAVE TABLE BASE 
desired for the corresponding voice. V2PT .BYTE 0 ; VOICE 2 .WORlJ WAV'ZrB 

Also note that. unlike previous routines, V3PT .BYTE 0 ; VOICE 3 
h . .WORD WAV3TB 

there is provision tor t e tone generation V4PT .BYTE 0 ; VOICE 4 
to stop after a specified number of sample .WORD WAV4TB 
periods. This number is effectively the VlIN .WORD 0 
prOduct of the 8 bit values TEMPO and ~~~ ::~g g 
OUR. In a music program. TEMPO normally V4IN .WORD 0 
remains constant or is changed oc-
casionally while OUR is set according to OUR: .BYTE 0 
the desired duration of the 4 voice chord. TEMPO .wORD 82 
Note the time equalizing instructions at the 
end of the loop to prevent sample period 
jitter when TEMPO is decremented to zero 
and must be reloaded. Also note that CLC 
instructions are omitted prior to adding the 
increments to the pointers. Besides saving 
8 microseconds, this action introduces a 
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VOICE 1 INCREMENT (FREQUENCY PARAMETER) 
VOICE 2 
VOICE 3 
VOICE 4 

DURATION COUNTER 
TEMPO CONTROL VALUE. TYPICAl VAlUE FOR 
3:4 TIME. 100 BEATS PER MINUTE, DUR=64 
DESIGNATES A QUARTER NOTE 
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~ '*c/ %*//'? Tired of flipping that switch just to do a 'collect'? This card 
~~ reveals the mysteries of the data editing commands and 'meta-character' strings, 

using clear and useful examples. It also contains data on: 

All the uses of GET, PUT & DIRECTORY. i 
~ A 11 the SuperPET fil e types and formats. ~~ 
~ How to issue DOS commands from the editor. 

-: RS-232C and the terminal facilities. 
~ ~ 
~ ROM subroutine and other important addresses. ~ 

~ 

The cost? only $10, postage and handling included. Also available is the APL- ~ 
microEDITOR interface, the SuperPET facilities tutorial disk, and the SuperSTATS ~ 
package. Send a check immediately or write for more information to: ~ 

Dyadic Resources Corporation ~~ 
2405 West 15th Avenue 

Vancouver, B.C. Canada V6K 2Z1 

FIVE POWERFUL SOFTWARE 
DEVELOPMENT TOOLS 

INSIDE THE VIC 

THE BOOK 
A complete clear explanallon 01 machine 
language, Assembly language. VIC 20 archi
tecture. graphics. joystick and sound effect 
programming Det.iled step-by-step guide to the 
use of Ihe development tools. How to combine 
BASIC and machine language. make auto-start 
caflridges, Interface with the internal ROM· 
based programs of BASIC and the Kernsl 
Sample programs fully explained 

THE TOOLS 
Assem bier I Ed! tor I Loader I Dec oder I Monitor 
Full·featured Assembler allows use of labels. 
comments and arithmetic expressions to create 
machine language programs. Create. save. 
modify Assembly language programs with the 
Editor. Load and Ilf"\k machine language modules 
with the Loader. Decode machine language back 
Into assembly language for study or input to the 
Editor. Single· step program e)(ecution with the 
Monitor E)(tended features combines Assemblerl 
Editor lor ma)(imum ease of use 

ALL FOR $49.95 PLUS $2.00 POSTAGE AND HANDLING Siandard versIon runs on 
any system with Oatasette (5K and up) Add $5.00 for disk version. $5.00 lor extended features 

(minimum 8K) Send cheCk. M.O .. VISA/Me ($2.00 S.C.) or specify C.O.D. (add $3.00) to: 

r: I rr"!.E:.f.!.!::.f.!. P.O. Box 207, Cannon Falls, MN 55009 

J~.I L~ ... '~~~~~ 507·263·4821 '/(~ VI, 10 I~ '" H.'goSH"red 1M 01 
Commodo.t' BlHlnt'H M",(~"" .. " 1'1( 

Assembler for the 
Commodore 64 

PAL 64 
• easy to learn 
• easy to use 
• fast 
• comprehensive 

manual 
Personal assembly language 

by Brad Templeton 
also available for the Commodore 

4,(XX) - 8,(XX) - 9,(XX) series 

599.95 from your local Commodore dealer. 
For your nearest dealer cali: 

(416) 273-6350 
PRO'LINE 
•••• IIISOFTWARE 

7SS THt QUEE"JSWAY EAST. UNIT 8 
MISSISSAUGA. ONTARIO L 4V 4C S 
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NEWp 1;,,1, . ..1 (]NEW 
8.4 8.4· 

The Education Orcuit, Inc. 
PO Box 333 landtng. NJ 07850 



• • 
CS1 QUICK BROWN FOX $55.00 

The Word Processor of this decade~ For the VIC-20 and C-64 

COMMODORE 64® 
$43500 

Write for 
FREE 

Catalog! 
Plus you receive a free OSF 
Word Processor valued at 
$55.00 

Pet Emulator 
Editor Pac 
File Pac 
Account Pac 

C-64 Software 

Farm Management I 
(Agricultural Software) 

Home Budget 
Stock Investments 
Calc Result 
650Z Professional Development 

System 
Mail List 
Vic Easy Lesson & Easy Quiz 
Loan Calculator 
Data Files 
Research Assistant 2.0 
Total Label 2.6 (Mailing 

Lables) 

Total Time Manager 2.6 
Total Text (Word Processor) 2.6 

C-64 Games 

$27.95 
67.00 
32.36 
57.00 

47.25 
29.95 
76.95 

140.00 

27.95 
34.95 
35.97 
15.95 
14.95 
28.00 

Tape 19.95 
Disk 22.00 

37.00 
40.00 

Flight 64 (Flight Simulator) Tape 
Disk 

$13.95 
15.95 
13.95 
16.95 
25.95 
25.95 
25.00 
25.00 
25.00 
39.95 
16.95 
26.95 
19.95 
26.95 

Gunslinger 
Spellathon 
Motor Mania 
Renassance 
Vic Clowns 
Radar Rat Race 
Jupiler Lander 
Temple of Apshai 
Upper Reaches of Apshai 
Curse of Ra 
Sword of Fargoal 
Jump Man 

VIC-20 " C-64 Hardware 
VIC-1541 
VIC·1530 
VIC-1515 
VIC·1 01 0 
VIC·1311 

VIC·1312 

Dllk Drive 
Datasette 
Printer 
Expansion Module 
Joystick 
Wlco Joystick 
Game Paddlel 
Telephone Modem 
Terminal 

Emulator (84) 

40x25 Terminal 
Emulator VIC 

347.00 
67.50 

334.95 
139.95 

9.95 
28.00 
19.95 
99.95 

Tape 9.95 
Disk 15.95 

40.95 

VIC·1 21 0 VIC 3K Memory 
Expander Cart. 34.95 

Plugs directly into the VIC's expansion port. Expands to 
8K RAM total 

VIC·1110 VIC 8K Memory 
Expander Cart. 52.50 

BK RAM expansion cartridge plugs directly Into the VI 

CM 102 24K Memory 
Expander Cart. 119.95 

VIC·1 011 A RS232C Terminal 
Interface 39.95 

ProvIdes interface between the VIC-20 and AS232 tele
communications modems Connects to VIC's user port 
PETSPEED-
Basic Compiler tor Commodore 

Vic Rabbit Cartridge 
CBM 64 Rabbit 
Star G·1 0 Printer 
Mura Modem 
Smith Corona TP·1 Printer 

CARDCO HARDWARE 
CARDBOARD 6 

140.00 
35.00 
35.00 

360.00 
120.00 
650.00 

$87.50 
An expansion interface for the VIC-20. Allows expansion to 
40K or accepts up to six games May be daisy-chained for 
more versatility 

CARDBOARD 3 $35.95 
Economy expansion interface for the VIC-LO 

CARD "?" CARD/PRtNT $76.00 
Universal Centronics Parallel Printer Interface for the 
VIC-20 or CaM-64 Use an Epson MX-80 or OKIDATA or 
TANDY or just about any other 

CARDETTE $30.95 
Use any standard cassette player/recorder with your 
VIC-20 or CBM-64 

LIGHT PEN $29.95 
A light pen with six good programs to use with your VIC-20 
orCBM-64 

16K Memory Expander $50.50 
All CAROCa Products have a lifetime warranty 

COMMODORE SOFTWARE 
VIC·1211 A VIC·20 Super Expander $55.00 
everything Commodore could pack inlo one cartridge -
3K RAM memory expansion, high resolution waphics plot
ting, color, paint and sound commands, GraphiC, text, mul
ticolor and music modes. 1 024x1 024 dol screen plotting. 
All commands may be typed as new BASIC commands or 
accelled by hitting one of the VIC's special function keys. 
Includes tutorIal instruction book. Excellent for aU pro· 
grammlng levels. 
VIC-1212 Programmer's Aid 

Cartridge $45.99 
Mora than 20 new BASIC commands help new and exper
ienced programmers renumber, trace and edit BASIC pro
grams. Trace any program IIne·by-line as It executes, pa,,!se 
to edIt. Special KEY command lets programmers redefine 
function keya a' BASIC command" lubroutlnes or new 
command., 

When you buy our 6 Game 
Pac or 6 Finance Pack $43.00 

VIC·' 21 3 VICMON Machine Language 
Monitor $48.99 

Helps machine code programmers w:-ite fast, efficient 6502 
assembly language programs. Includes one line assembler I 
disassembler 

VIC-20 Software 
for Business & Home Applications 

6502 Professional Development 
System $25.00 

Vic Forth (Advance Computer 
Language) 

Hess Mon (Machine Language 
Monilor) 

Hess Writer (Word Processor) 
Turtle Graphics 
T olal Label 2.1 

T olal Time Manager 2.1 

Research Assistant 2.0 

Total Texl 2.5 
Encoder 
Accl. Payable & Receivable 

VIC-20 Games 
Exterminator Plus (Excellent) 
Anti Matter Splatter (Disaster) 
Rescue From Nufon (Great) 
Tank Wars (War Game) 
Simon (Great for kids) 
Dam Bomber (Avoid the el,emy) 
Breakoul 
Snack Man (Pac Man) 
Defender on Tri 

Tape 
Disk 

Tape 
Disk 

Tape 
Disk 

Tape 

Tape 
Disk 

Amok Cart. 

Starfighter 
Torg 
Gridrunner 
Invasion Orion 
8K Backgammon 

TO ORDER 
P.O. BOX 768 
WICHITA. KS 67201 
(316) 263·1 095 

Handling charges $2.00 
COD (Add 52.00) 
Personal checks allow 3 week delivery 

Cassette 

VIC-20® il a reglltered trademark of Commodore 
PrlcB' subject to change 

49.95 

34.95 
34.95 
34.95 
17.95 
22.00 
28.00 
32.00 
28.00 
32.00 
30.00 
34.95 
29.00 
35.00 

$17.95 
17.95 
12.95 
15.95 
13.45 
13.45 

7.95 
17.95 
17.95 
23.95 
19.94 
17.95 
15.95 
34.95 
20.95 
19.95 
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INTRODUCING 
Compatible Accessories for your 

Commodore PET Computer 

SPARE CASSETTE 
For owners of 
Increase your 
multiple PETs 

PORT KEY $60.00 
THE MANAGER. 
versatility.Run 
on one MANAGER 

THE EASY ROM $89.00 
Allows you to run many software 
packages without opening your 
computer to change ROMs 

I AUDIO/VIDEO INTERFACE $75.00 
Utilize a remote monitor for 
screen display. Ideal for class 
instruction & demonstration 

UPGRADE KITS 
Modify your FAT40 to 80 columns 
Expand YQur 16K PET to 32K 
Custom EPROM chip, all parts & 
detailed instructions included 
Some simple soldering required 
Uses existing graphic keyboard 
Runs 8032 software (eg.MANAGER 
WORDPR04+ etc.)Specify ROM type 

16K to 32K 
4032 to 8032 
4016 to 8032 

$50.00 
$50.00 
$90.00 

PURCHASE PRICE FULLY REFUNDABLE 
IF RETURNED UNDAMAGED IN 14 DAYS 

Incl. $2.00 Shipping & Handling 
Allow Three Weeks for Delivery 
Ont. Residents Add 7' Sales Tax 

Mail Order Only From 

IDS ELECTRONICS INC 
1935 CARSCADDEN CRASE 

MISSISSAUGA ONTARIO L4W3R8 

"THE Mt~~a~~I~f,,~Etr~~~~~f'D.Of BMB 
·Wor.dPrQ 4 Plus i$ a registere~~radeJYIark of Profes

sional SfI'ftware Inc. anl2 prr- Icro Softwve ~td. 
I "CBM/PET' are trademarks 0 ommodore Business 

Macnine td. 
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NEW 
COMMODORE 64 

Software &Acce8sorie8. We now have one of the 
largest selections of 64 software and acce8sorie8 

BUSINESS 
PCS-64S0 SO-column board with top-rated word processor, 
includes data base and spreadsheet all linked together 
package price ....................................................... $395.00 

Wordpac - Word processor ...................................... $99.95 
Inquire Pac - Data base ............................................ $99.95 
Calc Pac· Spreadsheet.. ........................................... $99.95 
File Pac - Mailing list ............................................... $79.95 
Account Pac - Home/Bus .......................................... 569.95 
Business Pac· General Ledger .................................. 595.00 

EDUCATIONAL 
64 BASIC Tutorial. .................................................. $39.95 
64 Tour - overview ................................................... $15.95 
Happy Tutor· Typing Teacher ................................... $29.95 

GAMES 
Cyclons· Best seller gamp. ........................................ $39.95 
Skiman - Slalom game .............................................. $29.95 
Sluggo - Boxing game ............................................ 529.95 
Enniax· New top rated game .................................... $39.95' 
Polyps From Pluto· Challenging ................................. $39.95 
Octophant· New, exciting game ................................. $39~5 

UTILITIES 
Editor Pac - Programmer's Aid ................................... 589.95 
Assembler Pac· Programmer's Aid ............................ 589.95 

PETS PEED - Compiler for C-6 ......... : ....................... $I99.00 
PETS PEED . Compiler for 4000/Soo0 ........................ 5249.00 

ACCESSORIES 
('64· 80 Column Board Incl. Word Processor ................ 5279.00 
RS232 Printer Intrerface ......................................... 5129.00 
Parallel Printer Interface ......................................... $129.00 
Z-80 Board run 40 and SO column CP/M................ $399.00 
VIC 20/64 Interface to IEEE & RS232. 
totally transparent INTERPOD ................ , ................ 5245.00 

Vic 80·Column Board Incl. Word Processor .................. $179.00 
VIC 16K Memory Expansion .................................... $129.00 
VIC/64 Swith - Up to 8 Computers May Share One Disk 
drive/printer ........................................................ $259.00 

MODEM FOR VIC20/64 
Accoustic coupled; one cable to computer supplies alI signals 
an.d. power; capable of llO ·to 300 band, full/half duplex
ongtnate, Assembled & tested. with software. but without case. 

Super Special .................................... only $99.95 

ORDER INFORMATION 
All prices in Canadian dollars, available from your Commodore 
dealer, or ifnot. send cheque or money order (Ontario Residents 
add 7% Sales Tax) plus $5.00 for shipping. 

COMPUTER WORKSHOPS LTD. 
465 KING STREET EAST. UNIT 9 

TORONTO.ONT.M5A1L6 CANADA 

PHONE (416) 366-6192 
DEALER INQUIRIES WELCOME. 
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GENERAL -

Re-inking Printer Ribbons 
by J. Bos 
Printers such as the 8023p and others 

do use ribbons that are contained in a cartridge. 
The printed letters become gradually 

less dark until a point is reached where it 
becomes necessary to replace the ribbon. 

The cartridges are fairly expensive, so 
I will describe the steps required to re-ink 
the ribbon: 

1. Remove the cartridge from me printer. 
2. Select a screw driver with a blade 

width equa.1 to width of the horizontal 
slots in the vertical sides of the 
cartridge body. 

3. Insert screw driver blade into one of 
the five slots and twist blade to pry up 
the cover approximately 1 mm (about 
0.04 inch). 

4. Repeat step 3 for the other four slots. 
5. Position screw driver or knife blade on 

one side under the cover between slot 
and 'nose' and gently slide it towards 
the 'nose' of the cartridge. 

6. Repeat step 5 for the other side. 
7. Goto step 3 if cover is not loose. 
8. Do not remove or disturb the ribbon. 
9. If you ignore step 8 you'll be sorry. 

10. Apply with a little brush a few drops 
of the re-inking fluid. As a guide you 
may try abOut five drops, you can al
ways add more if needed. 

11. Make sure that the ribbon is still down 

Brentford, Onto 

in its original position, especially along 
the edges, so that the cover can not 
pinch it. 

12. Reassemble the cover on the cartridge 
body all the way back down to its 
original position. 

13. Inspect the aluminum coloured mask. If 
it Is badly worn you may attach over 
top of it a new layer of thin metal or 
plastic tape that has a precut hole in 
it to clear the needles of the print head. 
The thickness of the tape may reduce 
the number of copies that your printer 
can handle. 

14. Reassemble the cartridgl1 in the printer 
and turn the knob on the top in the 
direction of the arrow to take up slack 
of the ribbon. 

Best results are obtained when the Ink 
has a few hours time to spread evenly 
through the ribbon. 

The re-inking can be repeated several 
times. 

I made the medium for re-inking by 
first concentrating the contents of a bottle 
ot black stamp pad ink over slow heat to 
half its original volume. Then I added 
glycerine to restore the original volume. 

(I heated the stamp pad ink in a metal 
cap at a spray can on a wire stand over 
a candle,) 

MICROWAVE. 
OVEN? 

Patrick Corriga 

WeLL I [,bN 'r JUST 
STAND WERE ~GET, . 
~ME SOUR CffAM. 
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by Mike Richardson 

FIRST OF RLL, LET ME 
swo.v 'rtJU WHRT THE CURSOR 

(UP-DOWN) 

fE 
[iJJ 

1lfE CURSOR IS ~E' 
flASHING 8LA:K DOT oN 
YOUR SCREEN. 

I I " 
iHE CONTRoL.~ ~ Ii 

AROUND '7U£ SCREEN. 

THE' CRSR surroNS CRN iRY1'UIS PRQ9RAM 7-
BE USED IN ~ en::n1'l:M~'~rc!1 5' ?"~ICLRI" 
FlS WELl. "TO MOVE ~" ' ~ HOME 

(LEFT - RIQIT) 

BY MOVING iUE CURSOR 
RROUNO , ~ CAN EDIT 
M/S7R.e IN Pfb3RRMS 
GUIiE' EASIL. Y. IT'S R VER{. 

USCFUI. TOOL. 

OIRRACYERS. 
10 ?"~~~@ * .. 
EXPERIMENT WITH 
f)lF~ CURSOR 

CONTROLS. 
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COMMODORE-64 

C-64 Link 
by Todd Hamilton 

Highland, MI 

The Commodore 64 Computer is not commands will work. and lacks detailed ex
designed to communicate to IEEE-488 amples for 1541 users with one or two 
devices. Peripherals such as the 4040 disk units. The information on software switching 
drive and 4022 printer normally used on of the 1/0 devices is included in the 
PETs will not connect to the C-64. manual. but little reference is made to it 

RTC of Canada markets the C-64 link and NO examples are included. The 
to interface between the C-64 computer monitor is a definite pius. but it is a very 
and either parallel. serial or IEEE devices. elementary monitor. More capability added 

After four months of use. my conclusion to the monitor would make it a very 
is that the C-64 LInk is a very fine powerful tool. 
product. My hardware-test experience in- The C64-Link comes with software to 
cludes a C-64 Computer. C-64 Link. 1541 relocate its code to prevent interference 
Disk Drive (serial>. and a CBM 2022 Printer with BASIC etc. However. some machine 
(I EEE)' To date. no parallel devices have language programs interfere with C64-Link 
Deen usea. software anyway. The end result is many 

The C64-Link swl1ches modes with im- removals and reinstallations of the C64-Unk. 
mediate keyboard commands. "IEEE(CR)". Enhancement of the C64-Link could be 
·SERIAL (CR)". or "PARALLEL (CR)". The provided with switch selectable options: 
C64-LlNK also will switch with software 1. Code location (change memory blocks used) 
commands. ·POKE 820.3". "POKE 820.2". or 2. Primary device (presently power-on in 
"POKE 820.6". The C64-L1nk allows the IEEE. Serial 1541 requires pressing the C 
user many of the BASIC 4.0 commands. =key on power-up) 
However. only the BASIC 4.0 commands un- 3. Disable the C64-Link without removing it 
derstood by your peripheral will work. Ie. 4. Reset the computer. This would allow 
back-up will not work with the 1541 disk moving the codes. disabling the link. etc. 
drive. The C64-Link allows the user to cali The operation of the link could also be 
the on-board monitor. "MONITOR". at any improved witn a aevlce "not reaay respon-
time and to return "X" to BASIC. It also sea. Presently. If a command is sent to a 
has "Modem" software. but mine is yet to IEEE device (the printer) and that device is 
be exercised. off. the program locks up with the screen 

After two and one-half months of blank or appears to transmit data. but 
operation. the C64-Link failed to communi- nothing happens. A gentle reminder device 
cate to the IEEE printer with "7 device not not ready or present" and a return to the 
present error". The link was mailed back to ready mode would be a help. 
RTC for repair. The C64-Link was returned The C-64 is a fine product and if you are 
10 days later. repaired and ready to go. thinking of borrowing mine. you can forget 
The service was excellent. it. I use It every dayl 

After a total four months of service. the n--=:::::--==::::II_C:::==--====--=:::::::i_-==::::II-':::::::~ 
C64-Link met my objectives of being able 
to communicate with a IEEE printer and of
fered useful new features. However. there is 
room for improvement. The documentation 
that comes with the C64-Link Is only ade
quate. It lacks detail in the BASIC 4.0 
commands and 1/0 capabilities of the C64-

Worlds Worse Computer Puns by John Yllmaki 

Hacking can be frustrating at times ... 
It's one RAM thing after another. 

Glasses are not recommended for PET users. 
They cause division. 

,Link Itself. It is not clear which BASIC 4.0_-=:=::J_C::::::'-====--==::J_c::=--===~-=:::=iII 
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VIC COMMODORE -64 

by Bi// Yee 
Byteds 

BYTEDS is a compact little utility, writ
ten in BASIC, that allows VIC-20 and C-64 
users to freely access and save any part 
of memory. As a tool for managing 
hexadecimal data entry and storage, its 
data saving capability has the possibility for 
misuse. My intentions for this utility are to 
allow users to achieve a better understand
ing of their VIC-20 or C-64 systems and 
also to allow them to explore the world of 
hexadecimal data bytes and machine lan
guage cOding. ! believe its value in these 
areas far outweighs any possible misuse. In 
the VIC-20, the system routines deter 
misuse by preventing tape saves of memory 
areas at $8000 and higher. 

The utility is luaded and run like any 
other BASIC program. It has two main sec
tions - the hexadecimal data editor and the 
memory image saver. The editor is always 
entered first to allow the user to view and 
modify data bytes in memory. Upon com
pletion of editing, the editor is exited to 
Invoke the saver section. The saver section 
allows the user to save memory to either 
disk or tape. Addresses . for memory loca
tions are inputted in either decimal or. if 
prefixed with $ sign, is interpreted as 
hexadecimal. 

The editor displays the address of the 
current memory location being edited as a 
4 digit hexadecimal ,number. The contents 
of the location are shown on the same line 
as a 2 digit hexadecimal number im
mediately after the address. To enter a new 
data byte into the displayed location, key in 
any 2 digit hexadecimal number. Only digits 
from 0 through 9 and al"pha characters A 
through Fare accepted. If a mistake is 
made, continue input as only the last two 
characters are used in writing the new data 
byte to memory. 

After keying in a new data byte, 
memory write is done by hitting either 
FiETURN, SPACE bar, or the UP/DOWN 
CRSR key, If memory is successfully writ
ten, the current location address is incre
mented except for the UP CRSR which 
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causes the address to decrement after 
write. If the location cannot be written, the 
address remains constant and the contents 
are redisplayed followed with the message 
"R/O". 

It no new data is keyed in, the location 
address is incremented or decremented by 
respectively keying the DOWN or UP CRSR. 
The SPACE bar redisplays the same loca
tion and data on the same line. This 
provides a monitoring capability for 
hardware registers such as timers and 
ports. Hitting RETURN results in a new re
quest for an edit location address. If no 
address is inputted, another RETURN ends 
the editor and starts the memory image 
save section of BYTEDs, 

BYTEDS prompts the user if memory 
save is desired. A reply of uN" for No 
ends BYTE OS. A reply of "Y" for Yes 
C:<iuses prompts for start and end ad
dresses for the memory area to be saved. 
Address values are decimal unless prefixed 
with the $ sign to indicate hexadecimal. 
Prompts are then made for device (Disk or 
Tape) and a mandatory file name. The save 
is then done. 

The data on disk or tape can be 
reloaded into memory from where it was 
originally saved by using the non
relocatable form of the load command in 
the BASIC environment. 

For disk: LOAD -file name
For tape: LOAD -file name-

8 • 1 
1 • 1 

The load will disturb the BASIC memory 
painters so a NEW is needed to reset the 
pointers. If the reloaded data is to be 
modified and re-saved, BYTEDS would be 
reloaded after reset of the pointers. 

BYTEDS is a utility that I suspect most 
users will want to keep handy after they 
have tried it a few times. It should prove 
useful even after more sophisticated tools 
such as a monitor or an assembler pack
age is acquired. 



VIC 

Easy VIC Reset 
by Victor Chan Toronto, Onto 

After reading an article from a major 
computer magazine saying that, In oraer to 
implement a reset switch for the VIC, it is 
necessary to remove the main board, 
solder wires to one Ie chip and drill a 
hole in the plastic case. Trying to save 
possibly hundreds or thousands of VIC's 
trom getting burned and cracked, I decided 
to investigate an easy VIC reset. 

On the VIC user 1/0 port (left most 
parr tram the same port), pin 3 is RES, 
WhiCh, when being grounded, will reinitialize 
the computer as If it has just been turned 
on. To ground this pin I took a standard 
12 pin edge connector and wired pin 3 to 
pin N. Key the connector into the user 110 
port and then remove it. The computer is 
Ulen reset ana me power up message 
"COMMODORE BASIC v 2.0" appears on the 
screen. I took a further step to investigate 
the contents of the BASIC memory and 
found that all memory contents are un
Changed except th8 link address ot tne 
first statement (first two bytes of BASIC 
memory>. and the end of BASIC pointers 
<memory locations 45 and 46) has been 
Clearea to zero. 

In order to restore these values, one 
will have to know the address of the 
beginning of the second BASIC statement 
and the end of the BASIC program. These 
values cannot be easily obtained especially 
when you do not have a machine language 
monitor built in as that on the PET. 

A simple preparation tor easy restore 
of the first statement link address is to al
ways keep the first BASIC statement as: 

o REM 
Then the link address is always tne 
same, and can be restored by executing 
the following seq.uence of commands in im
mediate mode: 

A=PEEK(44): POKE A"'256+1J: 
POKE A"'256+2.A 

After executing this statement you will find 
that you can list your program. but do not 
edit or run it. as the computer still does 
not know the locations of the end of your 

program. To restore the end pointer is not 
a simple task, or at least. will require the 
use ot machine language. I will not discuss 
about restoring the end pointers but will 
discuss a method to save and load the 
whole BASIC program by means of ASCII 
tape tiles. To save your BASIC program as 
an ASCII file execute the following sequence 
of commands in immediate mode: 

OPEN 1.1, 1."program name":CMD 1 :LlST 
The computer will respond with a normal 
save procedure and lists the program to 
tape, when the cursor becomes visible 
again, execute in immediate mode ~he following: 

PRINT$l :CLOSE 1 
You have now saved on tape the whole 
BASIC program in ASCII. In order to load 
it back to the VIC, rewind the tape and 
execute the following: 

OPEN 1 
T he computer will respond with the normal 
load procedures, when this tinishes, leave 
the tape with play button down. clear the 
screen and use cursor down to move the 
cursor to the tourth row on the VIC 
screen, type in and execute the following 
statement: 

POKE 153,1: 

POKE 631. 13: 

POKE 198,1 

PRINT "(HOME)" 

Press return after typing in the commands, 
the tape will start moving again, and the 
cursor will come back in approximately five 
seconds. Once again use the cursor con
trol to move the cursor to the begmnmg 
of the above statement and press return. 
When the loading is completed the mes
sage ?SYNTAX or ? OUT OF DATA will be 
printed on screen. Type in and execute the 
tollowing. statement: 

CLOSE 1 
The program has now successfully been 
loaded on memory and is ready for run or 
edit. 

One last point. the ASCII load and save 
presented here does not have to be used 
after reset. In fact. it is a convenient way 
to append and merge BASIC programs. 
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VIC. 

Soft\Nore Review 

VIC Editype and Four Programs 
for Expanded VIC 

by Richard Best 
COMPUTE magazine always seems to 

have a lot that is of interest to a Comm
odore owner. The April 1983 issue (Issue 
35. Vol. 5. No.4)' in particular. has a num
ber of very interesting programs that are a 
welcome addition to a VIC library. The 
most exciting and useful of these is per
haps the VIC EDITYPE word processor sub
mitted by Paul Bishop. I have now had the 
program running for several weeks and 
have found it to be if not the ideal utility. 
at least a relief from the usual routine of 
pen and paper or. worse. typewriter and 
paper. I have submitted a copy to the 
TPUG library and. for those of you who do 
not have the relevant issue of COMPUTE. 
here are a few highlights. 

The main menu gives the options of 
NEW text. CONTINUE new text. SAVE new 
text. LOAD from tape. PRINT. EDIT. and 
LOAD AND PRINT all in one step. The 
program assumes that you will be using a 
prtnter (I don't have one either) but you 
can easily do the composition part on the 
processor and simply type from the screen 
on a regular typewriter. This alone. makes 
a word processor worthwhile. since a typed 
page cannot be edited at all. When you 
select the NEW mode. you are asked to 
give your text a title. This title will be used 
to store the file. In this mode you can type 
aoout one page at text on an 8K VIC. A 
'MEMORY LOW" warning is provided. but. as 
Mr. Bishop suggests. you may want to SAVE 
to tape when the screeneditor gets slug
gish. In this way. you can write a longer 
piece by entering one page at a time and 
storing a series of files. As the memory 
oegins to fill. the cursor has a tendency to 
mlsoehave and miss the occasional letter. 
The program features a wrap-around that 
Will not split any words in two. It can 
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sometimes be disturbing to watch a word 
disappear and show up on the next line. 
When this happens. it is also possible to 
miss a letter. especially when the memory 
is very full. Incidentally. all keys repeat ex
cept tor the cursor keys which are disabled. 

Once you have created your master
piece. if you are like most computerists. 
there will be a plethora of typing errors. 
These are handled by the program's EDIT 
mode. Since EDITYPE is a line editor. it is 
not possible to add or delete large portions 
of text easily but if you have made a 
major catastrophe of your work and must 
start over. then you will only have to redo 
one page. Editing is fairly straightforward. 
Once you have selected the EDIT mode. 
you are given a minimenu of four options: 
"F" will advance the text one line at a 
time. "c" will stop the text for correction. 
'f' onters the correction and "£" returns you 
to the main menu. To edit a line you must 
retype the line exactly as it appears in the 
text. press U"," to enter the wrong version. 
then type in the correction and press"1" 
again to enter the correction. Editing will 
take a bit of time. especially If you have a 
lot of text. If the error is not found. the 
editor simply piCkS up where it left off. 
This means that you must have your com
position fairly well organized before you 
begin typing. You may edit at any time and 
return to the text by selecting the 
CONTINUE mode. 

There is a trick that will help with 
major editing problems. Stop the program 
and change the offending line in DIRECT 
mode. Text is stored as the variable A$(N) 
(N= lt020Q). When you stop the program. 
you can "PRINT A$(N)" until you find the 
prOblem area. Then enter A$(N)=" (correct 
version)". Now. to get back into the 



program 
WITHOUT DESTROYING YOUR TEXT. enter 
"GOTO 51". This will bring you to the main 
menu with text intact. If you type RUN. the 
VIC will erase all of your work. As noted 
above. if you have a lot to say. then you 
can store your article one page at a time 
and recall It from tape as you need it. 
This article was written in four parts and 
stored on a single C10 cassette. Unfort
unately. while it Is posible to edit text that 
has been SAVEd and LOADed. it is not 
possible to CONTINUE. This mode works 
only in conjunction with the NEW mode. 

The remaining commands are for your 
flies and the printer. PRINT will print your 
text on a printer. You WI" De aSkea to 
select line length (up to 80 characters>. 
Indented line length (specify which lines to 
indent by prefacing the line with "r"). 
Single or Double spacing. and line num
bering. There is also an auto-centering 
feature invoked by starting a line with "+". 
LOAD AND PRINT will retrieve a fiie from 
tape and send it directly to the printer. 
This function allows you to work with 
longer text. 

Due to the way that the screen editor 
works. there is a sllgnt tenaency to crash. 
For instance. if you DELete past the start 
of a line. you will get an 
"ILLEGAL QUANTiTY· error and a crash. 
Simply type "GOT051" to get back into the 
program. 

Although EDITYPE is a relatively limited 
word processor. it is easy to use and 
tiexible enough to make it quite useful 
around the house. There is more than 
enough power to compose letters and short 
articles. and also to create files of' any 
sort. With a 3K expander the action is slow 
but tolerable. and the SAVE and LOAD 
functions are quick and easy to use. and 
increase the processor's over-all capacity. 
This program is a nice introduction to word 
processing. and at the price is very hard 
to Deat. It may inspire you to invest in a 
more sophisticated package but. in the 
meantime. I hope you enjoy using the VIC 
EDITYPE. 

FOUR PROGRAMS FOR EXPANDED VIC 

SYNTAX SOFTWARE is a relatively new 
CANADIAN company and. I might add. quite 

a gOOd one. The two games I would like to 
tell you about are their CYCLONS and 
CRITTERS. both for expanded VIC and 
both better than average. 

CYCLONS is a space 'shoot-em-up' 
type game that should win a lot of fans. It 
can run on either an 8K or a 12K+ VIC. 
The 8K version operates at the 'advanced' 
level all the time. With 12K or more. you 
have tour different levels. from beginner to 
expert. 

You are the commander of a yellow 
Ghip which bears more than a passing 
resemblance to a salt shaker. Controlling 
your ship with a velOCity stick. you bounce 
around deep space in pursuit of deadly 
spinning CYCLON ships. No more than 3 
ships will atack at one time. but if you 
prove a formidable opponent. they will send 
for a PULSAR DEATH SHIP. The Cyclons 
will shoot at you but the Pulsar ship will 
pursue you trying to crash into your Ship. 
The beginner mode is challenging. as is 
the intermediate mode. Advanced and ex
pert are only for the courageous. In any 
mode you may choose from four 
parameters. At the beginner level. you have 
only the Cyclons to deal with. At the ex
pert level. there are three Cyclons. two 
Pulsar death ships which match your 
speed. and a planet surface to crash into. 

CYCLONS is a weli written and well 
thought out game. The action is fast and 
Challenging. It is available on casette and 
includes well written documentation. This is 
definitely a four star game. 

Also from SYNTAX is a game called 
CRITTERS. This one requires at least 
12K. My first impression was of a slow 
GALAXIANS. but there are a number of in
teresting twists to this program. You are 
the guardian at a pumpkin patch. gu~rding 

your crop against pumpkin-stealing 
CRITTERS. The critters look a bit Ii ko 
disembodied rabbits and fly in formation at 
the top at the screen before swooping 
down either to knock you down or steal 
your pumpkins. You are armed with only a 
pistol and must try to shoot the critters 
before they turn yellow and go after a 
pumpkin. The more critters you shoot 
down. the more will appear the next round. 

I did not warm to CRITTERS. I found 
the action quite slow and the idea of the 
game not that interesting. Still it is an 
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VIC 
enjoyable game and well executed with the 
same attention to graphics and documenta
tion as CYCLONS. This is a two and a half 
star program making it better than average 
and worth having a look at. 

I prepared this article on the W/P 
PLUS word processor from Intelligent 
Software. written by William Robbins. This is 
an extremely well done program. it requires 
12K or more memory and can be used 
with or without a printer. it will even work 
on other Commodore machines. So far I 
have tried it on a Vic. an original PET. a 
4032 and an 8032 CBM. It is programmed 
to drive a VIC printer but will work on 
otl1er CBM printers. I used a 4022. 

The processor is menu-driven and in
cludes Write. Edit. Display text. Address let
ter. Print text. File commands, and Quit. 
The screen does not feature word-wrap in 
tile Write mode, but does in the Display 
mode. There are five formatting commands 
to the printer to custom tailor the final 
output. and it will right justify. Editing is 
handled much like normal screen editing 
and to make it a relatively painless 
procedure, you may enter the edit mode 
trom the display mode. The menu also tells 
you wl1at line number you are up to in the 
text. This makes it very easy to find and 
correct an error. In addition. once you 
have made a correction, you are allowed to 
change your mind. Included are insert. 
Delete and Swap commands which. when 
mastered. will allow you to do some pretty 
sophisticAted manipulation of text. Files can 
be stored on either tape or disk. 

W/P PLUS is another four star 
program. It includes good documentation 
and, since it is written in BASIC. you can 
change it to fit your own individual needs' 
if necessary. If you do not already own a 
word processor. you shouid consider buying 
one. and it you are shopping around. put 
this one high on your list. 

Creative Computing called COPYCALC 
the world's cheapest VISICALC. It Is a 
5preadsheet tor a 12K+ VIC. also from 
Intelligent Software. also by William Robb
ins. This is a reai spreadsheet with many 
of the features of the original. It is of 
course limited. but for the price it offers a 
great deai of performance. 

Copycalc comes with changeable 
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column titles. optional row titles, and the 
ability to enter rows as functions. For in
stance. if you want to compute interest. 
just tell the program to add the appropriate 
percentage to your initial figure. One row 
can be entered as a function of another 
row complete with added constant. The for
mat ot the function equation is given at the 
bottom of the screen when you select the 
Junction modes. Once you have entered all 
your data. press '=' to calculate. In the 
right-most columns are posted grand totals 
and averages. and column totals are dis
played at the bottom of each column. 
There is an alternate mode that allows you 
to enter an additional column as a function 
at your totals. However, this did not seem 
to work on my copy. It you decide to go 
back and change some figures. the spread
sheet will recalculate according to your 
original parameters. 

This is a powerful and versatile program 
which uses many of the functions most 
needed in a spreadsheet. It is limited more 
by the VIC's screen than anything else (it 
will only display 2 columns at a time). You 
are only allowed up to 18 rows. but you 
may have as many columns as you like. 
dependent only on available memory. The 
program will also run on other Commodore 
machines, and it will SAVE or PRINT your 
calculations. For a mere $29.95 this is 
qUite a program. Four stars. 

CYCLONS (8K/12K VIC) $22.95 
CRITTERS Cl2K+ VIC) $22.95 
Syntax Software Inc .. 
Willowdale Ontario 
W/P PLUS Cl2K+ VIC & C-64) $39.95 
COPYCALC <l2K+ VIC & C-64) $29.95 
Intelligent Software 
San Rafael. California 
available trom: 
Software House 
309-4630 Duffertn Street 
Toronto. Ontario. 
M3H 5S4 
Tel: (416) 663-6401 or 221-5773. 

Editor's Note: I am not quite sure what Compute's 
and TPUG's poliCies are on these matters these days. I 
think Compute requires copyrights for their programs 
and requires you to own that copy of g,mpute before 
you can use It, and I think TPUG will ~ut into their 
library only programs that are fully public domain so they 
will not be able to accept the program. 
We are publishing this anyway because we like to tell you 
about good things wherever they are found. 

Editor 
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General Ledger 
Accou nts Receivable 
Inventory 
Job Costing * 
Payroll 
Property Management * 
Micrograph 
Law Office Acct. 

705 Progress Avenue, Unit 17, 
Scarborough, Ontario M1 H 2X1 
(416) 431-3200 

FORMERLY BPI MICRO SYSTEMS INC' 

Jim Butterfield's machine language 
spelling checker for 

Word Pro 4+ on CBM 8032 

·simple to use 
.works fast; only seconds 

to check every word on 
a full page 

.fully Word Pro 4 + 
compatible for quick 
spelhng corrections 

.Use existing WordPro 4+ 
documents to easily update 
the Spell Pro dictionary 

.up to 80,000 word dictionary 
on a CBM 8050 disk 

only $179.95 from your local Commodore dealer. 
For your nearest dealer call: 

(416) 273-6350 
PRO-LINE 
_ ••• IIISOFTWARE 

7551 HEc QUEENSWAY [AS 1 UNIT 8 
MISSISS'">UCA. OhTARIO L4Y 4CS 

I~;"! Jf iJf o

, Ilf ,; L 

'! 1/ ~'l_ I, 

1,.,)1, 

Featuring: Provincial Payroll 

A comprehensive payroll package 

for small businesses with up to 200 

employees. Cheque printing and T4 -1 " 

preparation included. 

CIR-KIT EBGlIEERING 

ANNOUl!lCES 

VIC 20 - SUPER EXPANDER BOARD (VM-104) w/QU;CKSET 

Four :ndependen tly Swi tchable Expansion Slots 
Quickset (Reset) Switch 
POWt, }'use Protected 
User Power Supply Cannec tion 
Gold Plated PCB Edge Connectors 
nighest Quality ~ateriald 

COIII!ODORE 64 - SUPER EXPANDER BOARD (64M-104) w/QlJICKSET 

All The Features The Above VIC 20 Board 
PI us 

Fully Buffered - A Necessary Requirement For Correct 
Operation From '1:0.15 Port 

PET/CBM - ROM EMULATOR (PMB-1) w/BATTLRY BACKUP 

;,.Llows 4K Of Write Pro~ected RAM 
Flugs Into Any ReM Socket Above Screen Memory 
~~tandard Wi th Battery Backup 
·:umpatible Wi. th Any :'arge Keyboard Machine 
Use As A Software Development Tool 
Use 70 L08.d :f{.JI'r! :mages At Conflicting Addresses, 

e.g.: EqsicAid, Micromon, Sort Routines, Etc. 
For a ~imi ted time will include a Basic 

listing which will allow you to convert 
'c'xcc-ute basic progra:ns stored in the PMB-1. 

----------AVAILABLE IN THREE ECOIIOMICAL FORIIS---------
Prices are ir. U.3. 
:lI'i=.l.Q! ~ 

1. Fully Built & Tested 
Kit Form (All Parts Incld, 

$59.95 $69·95 
$49·95 $59.95 

3. PCB Only (No Parts) $29.95 $29.95 

curre:!cv. 
W=1. -
$79·95 
$69·95 
$29·95 

C:J.e;::k or Money 'Jrder to: eIR-KIT EBGIBXERIBa 
10136 E_ 96!B S'rREI!T 
IIiDIABAPOLIB, IB 46256 

:nclude $2.00 Shipping & Handling 
':::ndian8. Residents Add 5% Sales Tax 
Allow 20 Days For Personal Checks 

FUTURE PRODUCTS AVAILABLE SOOIi -
Direct TAPE to TAPE Cassette COPY MODULE 
EPROM Programmer 
Ex te rnal Keyboar d fa r Buts i ness, Games, Programs, Etc 
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B(JSIWRITER A Honey of a Word Processor 

Why word processors? 

.. ~ 

Word processors allow the user to quickly and easily create letters, 
memos, notes, reports, term papers, manuals, poetry and any other writ
ten information using the memory of the computer as a pencil and 
paper. The computer display or terminal acts as a window through 
which the user views the information as it is entered. The outstanding 
advantage of using BUSIWRITER is that it acts not only as a pencil and 
paper but as a perfect eraser and automatic typewriter. 

/: <39+++1-. (.!9.§ 

-" 0 .. - .,~ 

I 
, 
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'" * . _.'-&am y'U '''' 

.0 t;' .. A 5 0 F ____ 0---.I~~~..IK L - _.u_ 
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For Commodore 64 
Commodore 1515, 1525, Epson, C. Itoh, Qume, Diablo, NEC Spinwriter, Starwriter, 

Prowriter, Okidata, Microline, Gemini·10 
And many more printers 

B(JSIWRITER The Queen Bee of Word Processors 

.~ .~ 

BUSIWRITER allows the user to quickly and easily make any number 
of alterations to the text. BUSIWRITER will instantly reformat your text 
and show you exactly and continuously how the final output will appear: 
BUSIWRITER has more functions than any other known microcomputer 
word processor: With BUSIWRITER assisting in the entry of text, provid
ing a 20 page memory and performing an enormous number of editing! 
composing functions, the preparation of written data is far faster and 
outstandingly more accurate than if it were prepared by hand. 

B(JSIWRITER With the Sting Removed from the Prices .-

BUSIWRITER 64 ................... 0 •••••••••• 0 only $99.00 for the CBM 64 

BUSIWRITER AVAILABLE NOW FROM YOUR LOCAL DEALER 
(800) 227 -9998 

FOR THE NAME OF YOUR NEAREST DEALER 

California, Canada, Alaska and Hawaii please call (415) 965·1735 

:1 Skyles Electric Works 
231G South Whisman Road 
Mountain View, CA 94041 

Europe please contact Supers~f!'. Winchester House, Harrow Wealdstone, England HA3 7SJ, Tel. 01 861 1166 
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SOFTWARE FOR 

VIC * COMMODORE 64 * PET 

FROM KING MICROWARE 

- UL TRABASIC with turtle graphics and sound 

NEW I - SMARTEES action packed maze game 

- SO COpy fast efficient single disc copier for the 1541 

"*"*"*"*"*"*"*"*"*"*"* 
SPRITE-AID 
SYNTHY-64 
GRAPHVICS 
VIC VIGIL 
VIC HIRES 
TINY BASIC COMPILER 
VIC JOYSTICK PAINTER 
SCREEN DUMP 
VIC I-CHING 
VIC TINY PILOT 
64-BUDGETEER 
VIC BUDGETEER 
PET TINY PASCAL 
VIC CRIBBAGE 
64-CRIBBAGE 
SKIER-64 
64 QUICK-CHART 

"*"*"*"*"*"*"*"*"*"*'* 
Write for our FREE Catalogue Dealer Inquiries Invited 

. 
******~************* 

Suite 210, 
5950 Cote des Neiges 
Montreal, Quebec H3S 1 Z6 

Canadian Manufacturer and distributor for ABACUS Software Products 
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1-------------------------------------------
: 6502 
I 
I 

MACHINE LANGUAGE WORKSHOP 
I Sheridan College is again hosting its popular two day workshop on 6502 Assembly 
I Language programming for the Pet, Apple, and Atari computers. Participants will 
I study the conceptual foundations of machine language programming, learn the most 
I useful commands in the 6502 instruction set, and write working assembly language 
I subroutines and programs. All computer time and manuals are provided for this 

intensive two day course. The only prerequisite is an elementary knowledge of 
BASIC programming. 

Topics in the course include: 

I • Machine Language: An Introduction to the Naked 
Chip 

II. Hexadecimals: I Wish I Was Sixteen Again 
II I. The 6502 Registers: Barney Does His Boring Job 

(and Does It Again) 
IV. The 6502 Instruction Set: Tiny Commands For 

Total Control 
V. Assembling and D i sassembli ng: Putting It 

Together and Taking It Apart 
VI. First 6502 Programs: Life in the Fast Lane 

The instructor for the course is Kern Luther, Ph.D., a teacher in the Computer 
Studies Program at Sheridan College. In addition to teaching programming at 
Sheridan, he has several years experience in writing and publishing commercial 
programs for the major microcomputing systems. 

I 

Tne workshop will be held at the Oakville Campus on September 10-11 1983. The 
fee is $150 for the two days (including lunch). Further information may be 
obtained by calling the Sheridan College School of Computer Studies at 845-9430, 
823-9730, or 632-7081, ext. 142. 

I------------~--------~--------------------~ 

PRO-LIN 
_ ••• IIISDFTWAR 

.A CANADIAN COMPANY 

designing, 
developing, 

manufacturing, 
publishing 

and 
distributing 

microcomputer 
software 

r ); ,i>., l ; ;-) f 

~ ) 1 HC ',p S St )~<\ ! 1 ~ : ) 
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CALL OR WRITE 

(416) 273-6350 
PRO·LINE 
••••• IISOFTWARE 
T HI QUII CJS:vl-' 1'"',1 UNI, R 

r11)ISSAlfl- Of,· .\P,() [-1 ( 
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INTRODUCING 
NEW 

ALL-CANADIAN 

BUREAUCRAT 
WORD PROCESSOR PLUS! 

FOR THE VIC-20 
(16K RAM required) $ 5 9.9 5 t~pe or 

PLUS! 

PLUS' 

All EXPECTED COMMANDS 
STANDARD TYPEWRITER 
FEATURES A UNIQUE 20 WINDOW TO VIEW 
80 COLUMN TEXT 
(40 column on the C64 and 4032) 

A DATA BASE MANAGER 
AlL EXPECTED COMMANDS 
UPDATE. RESTRUCTURE AND DOS 
FUNCTIONS, STATISTICAL FUNCTION 
COMPUTES SUMS AND AVERAGES GRAPHIC 
OUTPUT 

TOTAllY MENU DRIVEN 
PLUS' FUllY INTEGRATED (NOT TWO SEPARATE 

PROGRAMS) 
SUPPORTS BOTH TAPE AND DISK 

(also available for C64 and 4032) 
Send cheque or money order to: 
SOFT PAW COMMUNICATIONS 
P.O. Box 197 
THORNHILL, ONTARIO 
L3T 3N3 

• (Ontario residents add 7% P.S.T.) 
Cassette will be sent unless otherwise 
specified. 

disk 



Some people are bothered by strings. I don·t know you'lI get the value up to the first alphabetic. So 
why: I tell them that strings are values that you can't PAINT VALC"20 MAY 1936", will give you 20. and 
perform arithmetic on. PRINT. VAU"FIFTY-FIVE", will yield zero. 

In other words. 27 IS a number ... you can add and ; ASe is very useful. when you get used to it It 
subtract it "27". on the other hand. is a string. You can classifies not only the alphanumeric characters, but the 
prmt it or put it on a file. but you can't add it to non-prtntable ones. too. If you'd like to see the charac
another number. In tact. if you ask the computer. ter identity of the cursor-down key. type PRINTC" ... now 
rAINT "27"+"35", the answer will print as 2735 ... it·s press the cursor-down. which shows up as reverse-Q .• 
like the elementary school joke. What happens here is .. , and you'lI get the value. Very handy tor classifying 
not addition; It's called "concatenation". pronounced with keystrokes, among other things. 
emphasis on the cat Making a string out of a Number. 

There are lots of things you want to handle on It's often useful to chanqe numerics into strings. 
your computer that are not numbers ... and even num- There are, again. two ways to do this. The first, STAS, 
bers that you don·t want for arithmetic purposes. For changes the value into a string of characters. so that 
example, if your address is 235 Coxwell. the 235 isn·t a STRSC235' will produce the string. " 235". The second. 
number you Will want to compute with '" it will be CHRS, changes a number from 0 to 255 into a Single 
needed only to print on your address label. And if your ASCII character. 
phone number is 555-1212, you won·t expect it to be If we type XS=STRS(56). the resulting string XS will 
added to other phone numbers to generate a meaning- have length three, not two ... the first character will be 
tul total. Then again, maybe I'm wrong •. one of these a space. More accurately, it represents the sign of the 
days, some statistician will anounce that the average number: space tor positive. minus for negative. By the 
phone number in Toronto is 513-7809. way, there's a small difference between 

Much Ado about Null rRINT 55;"COWS" and PAINT STRS(55);"COWS". When 
Some people are bothered by a special kind of you prtnt a numeric, It Will be followed by a cursor 

string called a "nUll" string. This one contains nothing right; when you print a string. it will have no extra 
_ no characters.... nothing. It turns out to be quite characters following. So: the second example will have 

)( useful. If a mailing list wants your middle initial. and no space between the last digit of 55 and the first let- aJ 
o you don't have a middle initial, it may end up as a null ter of COWS. ~ 

CD string - nothing there. You code a null string like this: We can print any character in the book with i 
""0 AS=....... since there's nothing between the quotation PRINT CHRSC .. ), even characters that don't print, like '-s 
- marks, there's nothing in the string. This isn't the same screen clear or cursor movements. One character is ~ 

Cb as a space: AS=" ". A space is a character. Null is no very hard to print in the conventional way: the quotation 
~ 0..-L.. characters at all. marks. You can't command PRINT ...... ; that just gives 

Cb You can tell the length of a string by using the you a syntax error. But PRINT CHAS(34) does indeed aJ 
t tunction LEN(). So LENC"HELLO", is equal to five, and print that elusive character. 0 
~ LEN of a null string is equal to zero. But why use a Changing strings. )( 

CD null string, anyway? We can make strings smaller by cutting them S 
~ Well ... suppose you want to receive characters down to size with: LEFTS, which picks off a selected § 
~ from the keyboard one at a time. using the GET number of characters from the left; or RIGHTS, which S 
N statement. and string them together. stopping when you picks them from the right; or MIOS. which picks them ~ 
~ GET a carriage return. As you received each character. off starting from a selected place in the middle. I 
~ you'd tack it onto the string you have formed so far. There are two kinds of MIOS. by the way. 
S making it one longer. What do you want to start with? PRINT MIOSC"BUTIERFIELO".7) will print starting at the 8 I No characters at all. of course ... a null string. Let·s seventh character to the end. With two numbers, 8 

,code that. PRINT MIO$C"BUTIERFIELO".2,5) will print starting at 8 
the second character. but will print only five characters. 8 

8 100 A$= .... Cstart with nothing) We make strings longer by concatenating them. of 18 
R 110 GET C$ Cget a character) course. We've already seen that an expression such as 
~ 120 IF C$= ... • GOTO 110 Cnothing. try again) -'HOr·."HOUSE" results in the string HOTHOUSE. § 130 IF C$=CHRS(13) GOTO 200 CRETURN. quit) If we combine the two techniques. making things 
Ss 140 A$=A$+C$ Cadd the new charaeter) both shorter and bigger. we can rearrange or rebuild a 88 S 150 GOTO 110 Ctry for more) string as we wish. § 
8 200 X$="BUTIERFIELO": PRINT RIGHT$(X$,5)+LEFT$(XS.6) R § !3y the way. we use the null string in line 100, reworks things very easily. ~ 
81 but we also check for a null string in line 120 •. if no Why strings? S 

key has been pressed, we'll GET nothing ... the good It·s useful to know that everything that Basic in- S§ 
old null string. puts and outputs - from keyboard. tape or disk, and to I Changing to a Numeric screen. tape. disk or printer - everything happens as a l S 

There are two ways you can change a string into stream of characters. If you programmed PRINT 8+9 you 
a number. The first, VAL, gives you the value of the would actually send to the screen: space. 1. 7, cursor § whole string. if it can. so that VALC"235") is the num- right. return. Characters. R 

8 ber 235. The second. ASC. gives you the character So ... if you want to exercise ultimate control over ~ § number of the first character only, so that ASC("235',) Input and output, you'lI make up the strings yourself § 
8 gives you 50. the code tor character "2". and deal with each charact.er. . 8 § If you try to take the value of a non-numeric Next time you're feeling strung Out on mputJout- S 
8 string. you'll get zero ... if the string is partly numeric. put coding _ get with it, and string along. § 
~"""...o"'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''~ Butterfield Box~"""...o"'''''''..oc--~----~ 
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More About Fuzzy Numbers 
by R. Richard Amari Abingdon, Va 

In the January. 1983 issue of the 
TORPET. an article appeared entitled 
A PET PEEVE. Fuzzy Number by John 
Ylimaki. John provided great insight on the 
problems of performing arithmetic calcula
tions with preCision. If you were not able to 
read that article. suffice it to say results 
of simple calculations may not always be 
as expected. Using John's example. sub
tract 3 from 3.1 and display the results. 
Obtaining string values can also cause un
pre-dict-able results. Try displaying the 
:.tring value of 64.29. 

This problem may never be more 
dramatic than when it occurs in a financial 
application. Imagine producing your first in
come statement tor a client. Here it com
es. hot off the printer and into his hands 
showing a net profit of $1.223.2300001 for 
the month. Not very impressive! (The report 
not the profit>. John gives two methods for 
pertorming calculations to keep precision. 
One is to do all arithmetic in BCD. That 
means programming in machine language 
so let's look at the solution in BASIC. 
Second. it is suggested to round numbers 
before printing and if possible do all cal
clJlations in integer as this problem only 
occurs with floating point variables. It 
prObably is not feasible to do all calcula
tions in integer (or cents) as the largest 
dollar figure which would be able to be 
obtained in terms of cents would be 
$327.67. This is due to the constraint which 
:.pecifies integer constants can range from 
-32768 to 32767. By rounding only before 
YOU print. you risk the chance of allowing 
'fields to be represented in exponential form 
prior to printing. Your report may now 
come up with a net profit of 122.323E3 

I have found the easiest and safest 
way to assure that all numbers keep to two 
decimal positions at all times is to run 
them through the following routine after 
each calculation. I keep the routine at the 
top ot the program for performance 
reasons as it may be executed many times 
in a program. It will indeed affect the run 
time of the program if it is executed 
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repeatedly. however to an end user. a good 
looking report is worth the wait. Besides. It 
takes far longer to explain why the net 
profit is $1.223.2300001 than it does to let 
the program correct it. 

****************************** 

2 Make Cents Routine- N5 contains result 

3 of arithmetic calculation. Field rounded 

4 to two decimals is returned in N5$. 

5 ****************************** 
6 IF N5<0 THEN NS=N5-.00S 
7 IF NS>O THEN NS=NS+.OOS 
8 NS$=STR$ (NS) 
9 L %=LEN (NS$) 
10 FOR H =lTOL% 
11 P$=MID$(NS$.H.1) 
12 IF P$="."THEN14 
13 NEXT 
14 IF H«L%-2HHEN16 
15 GOTOl? 
16 N5$=LEFT$(NS$.(H+2» 
17 RETURN CHAPU1! 

WM(N n~Y DkYELOPE A PEI(IPH£~AL TWAhJILL MOWllIE LAWN 
OR EMPTY THE GAR6AQ£,THEN l'U.SEf EXCITED NJ)JT COtfllTlt46-. 
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Scopy 5.0 Instructions 
by Keith Peterson XA-TPUG BEST MISC,P 

(PHS 

Scopy Is a file transfer system, capable 
of transferlng program, sequential, or rela
tive flies between disk drives and/or 
devices. File selection is done by listing 
the directory using Scopy commands, then 
selecting the programs to be Included from 
the directory listing. 

You may also send specific commands 
to either drive. such as a new command. 
or a uj (reset> 

Scopy offers a considerable number of 
options in its file transfer setup. Including 
replace, copy to new name. scratch. wild 
card copy. and renames. All commands are 
stored in a queue, and may be viewed at 
any time. Queue entries may be removed If 
desired. 

Here Is a list of command options, and 
a short description of their effect: 

@!l prefix tor directory of 'from' drive/device 

8 5tandard directory 
80 (81) directory of drive 0 of 'from' device 
80:xx· wild card directory (wild card 

may be in quotes) 
80 "xx" specific directory looking for file 

'xx' 
(demonstrating quotes) 

? prefix for directory of 'to' drive/device 
? standard directory 
?O (7l) directory of drive 0 of 'to' device 

All following commands operate on file 
names in quotes on the current cursor line. 

return Copy fiie on current line 
c Copy file to new name 
o 'On' : Replace a file 
cO (cl) copy to new name within drive 0 

of 'to' drive 
rO erl) rename tile to new name on 

drive 0 of 'to' device 
sO (s l) Scratch file 

left arrow 

up arrow 
fre 
slow (slo) 

fast (fas) 
gar 
m 
d 

v 
run 

Scopy Directives 
Clear queue 
remove entries from queue 
execute queue 
togg Ie bytes free display 
select 'slow' transfer method 
(may be required on non-sta
ndard devices) 
select fast transfer method (default> 
force a garbage collection 
modify a drive device number 
change from and to drive and 
device numbers 
view queue 
restart prog ram 

Specific Operation Instructions 

DIRECTORIES 
This is R directory-based program in that 
all operations are designed to be done 
directly off a directory listing. Thus the 
directory commands are designed to allow 
either specific or general directory searches. 

All directories may be paused with a 
space bar or terminated with a return. 
After a directory is terminated. it may be 
continued by scrolling the screen with cur-

. sor downs. Directories that have scrolled 
off the top of the screen may be viewed 
by scrolling screen down with a cursor up. 
Items operated on will show that operation 
when scrolled. 

All directory commands are prefixed by 
either an 8 or a ? An @ specifies that 
the directory is being requested of the 
'from' device. a ? that the 'to' device 
should be accessed. These examples will 
show only the 8 prefix. 

Directories may be complete directories. 
specific directories, or wild card directories: 

8 prints complete directory of 'from' 
drive and device 
80:xxx or 80: "xxx" prints a directory in
cluding only the file 'xxx'. if it exists, 
80:x?* or 80: "x?*" prints a directory in
cluding only the files that fit the 'wild 
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card'. that is. a pattern match is done on 
the file name where any character fits a ? 
and anything beyond an '" is ignored. 

COPIES 
A file that you wish to copy from the 
'from' disk/device to the 'to' disk/device 
without changing the n'lme may be added 
to the queue by simply moving the cursor 
to the line containing that file name (in 
quotes or not) and touching return. 

This operation will accept a wild card 
input. For example. a return on a line 
containing "code"''' will put a separate copy 
command into the queue for each file 
starting with the first four characters 'code' 
currently on the disk in the 'from' disk/device. 

c • xxx· will read the file name on the 
line, then prompt for a destination file 
name with the prompt 'to'? At this time 
you may either modify the existing file 
name or move the cursor to a file name 
on another line and touch return. A com
mand to copy a tile by the first name on 
the 'from' disk/device to the second name 
on the 'to' disk/device will be entered into 
the command queue. 

a ·xxx" will read the file name on the 
line. then prompt for the name of a file to 
replace on the 'from' disk/device with the 
prompt 'On?'. You may just touch return or 
mOdify the file name and touch return, or 
move to a different line and touch return 
to input the second file name, Two entries 
will be made in the command queue: first 
a scratch command to remove a file by the 
second name from the 'to' disk/device. then 
a copy command to complete the tansfer. 

cl ·xxx· This command is for copying a 
file on the destination device to a different 
name on the same drive. It will read the 
file name on the line. then prompt for a 
destination file name with the prompt 'to'? 
At this time you may either modify the ex
Isting file name or move the cursor to a 
file name on another line and touch 
return. A command to copy a file by the 
first name to a file by the second name 
on the 'to' disk/device will be entered into 
the command queue. 

rl ·xxx· This command is for renaming a 
file on the destination device to a different 
name. It will read the file name on the 
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line, then prompt for the new file name 
with the prompt ·to?'. At this time you may 
either modify the existing file name or 
move the cursor to a file name on another 
line and touch return. A command to 
rename a file by the first name to the 
second name on the 'to' disk/device will be 
entered into the command queue. 

sO ·xxx· This command is for scratching 
a tile on the destinetion device. It will read 
the file name on the line and enter a 
command to scratch the file into the com
mand queue. Wild card entries are allowed, 
so be careful. 

Other Commands 
The other commands follow similar syntax, 
and need not be embellished further. In all 
cases, tile names are entered in quotes. 
and are taken from the current cursor line. 
Various prompts are used where appropriate. 

Scopy Directives 
Several commands exist to facilitate both 
the actual copying process and the queue 
building process. 

m Prompts for old device number 
and new device number. 
Soft-changes device number of a 
drive on the old device number 
to the new device number. 

d Allows you to change the 'from' 
disk/device and 'to' disk/device. 
Puts you back through the boot
up drive/device questions, with 
defaults set to the current dis
ks/devices. Thus a 'd' and four 
returns allows you to check your 
:;etup disK/device numoers. 

left 
arrow 

View queue. All operations re
quested will be displayed. 
Operations will show drive num
ber, but not device number. 
Thus copies destined to be 
copied between driveO/device 8 
and driveO/device 9 will show as 
cO:name=O:name. Direct com
mands to the 'to' or 'from' 
devices will show a reverse field 
t or f. 

Prompts with a 'Clear-are-you 
~ure?'. If you touch 'y' the 
queue will be cleared. Any other 
key. and it will not be. 



PET . VIC 
-x 

up 
arrow 

fast & 
slow 

t & f 

Where x is a number. Prompts 
for 'remove last x items from 
the queue?'. Touch 'y' and it 
will be done. 

Executes queue. Enter this com
mand when you want Scopy to 
do all the things you told it to. 

Whenever possible. 
Scopy uses a fast file transfer 
::;ystem in whiCh the tile being 
transtered is never actually in 
the computer. Slow mode is 
automatically used on relative 
tiles. and certain conditions may 
make slow mode preferable on 
other files as well. For example. 
a non-Commodore disk drive or 
a tast dump to a modem might 
find the slow mode more practical. 

Commands that you wish to is
sue directly to either the 'to' or 
the 'from' drive may be sent 
with this command. For example. 
a format could be sent by 
'tnO:tes1.a l' 

tre Toggles a display of the bytes 
tree in the upper right hand 
corner. This slows down the 
directories and scrolling. so it's 
best left off. It will come on 
automatically just before a gar
bage collection occurs. 

gar Force a garbage collection. This 
command reduces memory usage 
[0 Its minimum. so you can get 
a true bytes free. A garbage 
collection removes all directory 
history entries except the last 
48. so you can only scroll 
backwards over the last 48 
directory entries .. 

THE QUEUE 
The queue automatically fills as you enter 
tiles to be operat~ on. It may be erased 
or items removed. When the queue is ex
ecuted. two possibilities exist. It may either 
be re-executed or it will be cleared and a 
new queue started. To re-execute the 
queue. just enter the up arrow command 
again. To clear the queue and start a new 
one. just start the new queue. The old one 
will be cleared automatically. 

Herckenrath Box 
Terry Herckenrath 

142 Glenforest Road 
Toronto. Ont. M4N 1Z9 

This new monthly column will be dealing with 
the VIC-20 only. The general format will be of a 
question / answer type, gearea primarilY to me 
oeglnnlng user ot me I/IC-20. More aavancea ques
tlons are ot course also welcome, Out may not 
necessarily be answered through the TORPET. In 

mose cases me person wno suomlttea me question 
Will be contacted directly, Send your questions to my 
home address (see above) rather than the TPUG of
tice. 

ASlae trom answering questions, I'll also try to 
come up with usetul hints about BASIC and the VIC-
20. If you know some useful tidbits, please do not 
heSitate to share them with your fellow VIC-20 
users. PLEASE send them in. 

~~~~Q~~~~33~~~~~2222ill2~~~33~~2222~ 

Stick to VIC 
by Terry Herckenrath 

PROBLEM... You want to use tn8 
function keys in a program. You have a 
Super Expander plugged in and you find 
you can't 'read' the function keys. 

SOLUTION ... The Super Expander nas 
a 'wedge' into the keyboard decode 
logic. The keyboard decode logic basi
cally tells the rest of BASIC (and your 
program) what keyes) are being pressed. 
This wedge intercepts the function keys. 
J2' 

and never tells the rest of BASIC (and 
your program> that a function key is 
being pressed. To be able to 'read' the 
function keys. you'll have to 'remove' 
this wedge. This is done by the following I 
two POKES: 

POKE 655.220 and POKE 656.235 
Locations 655 & 656 contain a pointer tOIR) 
the keyboard decode logic. By poking the 
above values. you are in fact restoring 
the VIC's own keyboard decode logic. 

~2.><'2-'J2'Ji'Sill52SC..\ 
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That $28 Modem And Your PETI 
By Richard Bradley 
Many people have discovered the exis

tence of modems for $28 .00 . Some of these 
people have them running now. and seem 
to be quite happy with them . If you are in 
this position then you don ' t need to con
tinue reading. But there are others who 
have the modems on the shelf. because 
they don't know how to hook them up to 
their PET. 

As any of you will know from looking 
at the . sheet that comes with the modem 
that it requires +5 volts. + 12 volts. and -12 
vOlts. This may be the main reason that 
many at you have not continued with your 
project . I know when I first saw the vol
tages required I got kind of lost for a 
wllile. I had no problem with the +5 and 
+ 12. but the -12 kind of knocked me for a 
loop . I thought about building a power 
supply for it. but decided to do some 
measuring inside my PET. There seemed to 
be two interesting sets of pins on the left 
side of the circuit board. and I figured 
they warranted investigation. After a bit of 
measuring I found that a + 11 volts . and 
-10.5 volts existed on two of the pins. As 
many people know there is +5 volts on pin 
2 of either of the cassette ports . I tried 
ttlese out. and nothing blew · up. So I then 
cut up my INTELCOM cable. and did the 
connections to get the ground. transmit and 
receive data set up. This did not work. I 
assumed that the modem must be TTL and 
that I was losing the transmission in the 
resistors. I took out the resistors. and it worked! 

To get your modem to work this is 
what you have to do: 

1. Connect the green (+5 volts) wire to 
pin 2 of either of the cassette ports. 

2. Connect the purple (-12 volts) wire 
to the front pin of J 10. 

3. Connect the blue (+ 12 volts) wire to 
the front pin of J 11 . 

4. Connect the brown and red (ground) 
wires to pin A of the user port. 

5. Connect the orange (receive data) 
wire to pin B of the user port. 

6. Connect the yellow (transmit data) 
wire to pin C of the user port. 
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Toronto, Onto 
To do the above. it is recommended 

that you buy the proper connectors for the 
user port and the cassette port. And single 
pin slide- on connectors will do for J 1 0 and 
J 11. I have provided a diagram to show 
you where the ports. and pins are. This 
diagram is from a FAT 40. and will not 
match up perfectly for all PETs. In fact. if 
you have a very old PET with a small 
keyboard it is possible that you may not 
have J 1 0 or J 11. and you will need to 
build a power supply for the + 12. and -12 
volts. 

I noticed that when I got mine working 
I Ilad a lot ot noise in my transmision. On 
the circuit board of the modem there are 
three variable resistors. I played with all of 
mine. but found that only one of them 
helped me with noise problems. I have 
provided a diagram that ShOWS where the 
three variables are located. R1 on the 
diagram will help to clear noise problems. 
R2 will vary the frequency of the carrier. 
R3 will vary the volume of the carrier. 
" you WOUIO liKe someone to 00 tne wiring 
for you or need any additional information 
feel free to give me a call at 1-416-782-
7320. Or if you get your modem going 
leave me a message on the NORTEC BBS. 
1-416-487-2593. 

I WANT YOU TO ADD A MODUM SO I'LL 
HAVE A DIRECT UNE TO THE NETHER WOFl.O. 
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NEW PRO DUCTS 

"BACKPACK"' BATIERY BACKUP SYSTEM 
AVAILABLE FOR COMMODORE COMPUTERS 

BackPack, a battery backup system for Commodor& 
PET and CBM microcomputers and floppy disk drives, will 
prevent loss of data due to power shortages or line surges. 

Designed and manufactured by Electronic Technology 
Corporation of North Carolina, BackPack supplies a 
minimum of 15 minutes reserve power to 32K of memory, 
the video screen and tape drive. BackPack fits right in
side the microcomputer cabinet, and can be installed 
easily by a novice user. BackPack is recharged dUring 
normal operatln and has an integral on-off switch. 

BackPack measures 5.5 inches x 3.6 inches x 2.4 
Inches and weighs 4.5 pounds. It takes 16 hours to be 
fully charged, and supplies reserve power for at least 15 
minutes. It is available in various voltages, and the battery 
life expectancy is three to five years. 

The BackPack system can be used on Commodore 
PET 2001 and 4000 series microcomputers, the C2N Cass
ette Drive, and the 2040, 4040 and 6050 dual drives. It 
WIll also give power to the CBM 6000 series micro, but 
the screen size will not be normal on battery backup. 

See your dealer for details. 
• 

Word Recognition Probe 
for the LA-12 Logic AnalYzer 

The WRP-l Word RecognitIon Probe gives th& 
LA-12 twelve channel Logic Analyzer full word recognition 
capability. The WRP-l allows the designer to start or 
stop the analyzer at a definite address or logic state in a 
program sequence. The data stored in the logic analyzer 
can then be viewed on the LA-12 to analyze the data 
relevant to that portion of the program sequence. 

A total of 16 inputs allows the WRP-l to trtgger 
on a full microcomputer address. Each input has its own 
three position switch for selecting positive, negative or 
don't care status for each input bit 

The WRP-l retails for $ 195.00 and is availabl& 
from stock. 

See your dealer for details. 

Commodore 64 to RS-232 
Interface Cable $79.00 

Connecticut microComputer Inc. introduces the ADA 
6410, an Interface cable for the Commodore 64 to RS-232. 

The cable plugs into the RS-232 port of the com
puter and prOVIdes voltage conversion to drive standard 
RS-232 printers, terminals, and mainframes. 

The unit is complete with a six foot cable, and all 
electronics are completely encl.>sed. Power is received 
trom the computer. There is no special software needed. 
Address #2 is used. 

The ADA 6410 retails for $ 79.00. 
See your dealer for details. 

IEEE-488 64 Digital Channel Data 
Acquisition Input Module 

Connecticut microComputer announces a new C-64 
digital line input module which is a self-contained IEEE 
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468 (GPIB) bus compatible device. It is the first product in 
the BUSSter series of I/O modules. 

The BUsster A64 Digital Input Module accepts 
commands trom any host computer through its IEEE port, 
reads and stores data from up to C-64 digital TIL level 
lines and then sends this information back to the com
puter. A BUsster module economically Increases a com
puter's interfacing capability while reducing its workload. 

This is easily programmed through BASIC commands 
from the controlling computer. The built-in timer and buff
er allow data sampling and collection to occur, while the 
host computer IS occupied WIth other tasks. 

The BUSSter A64 Digital Input Module sells for 
$495.00 in standard version, including case and power 
supply, and is available from stock. 

See your dealer for details. 

R6511Q Single Board Computer (cmC S8C6511) 

This new single board computer uses the recently 
announced R65110 microprocessor from Rockwell Intern
atIonal. This advanced microcomputer chip uses an en
hanced version of the standard 6502 instruction set and 
has an on-chip clock, asynchronous serial port, event 
counter, timer, 192 bytes of RAM and other features. 

The basic configuration of the CmC SBC6511 includes 
the R65110 CPU, power supply, address decoders, 1.8432 
MHz crystal, serial port operation to 19200 baud, an 8 
pOSition CPU readable DIP switch, expansion ports and 
sockets tor 2KB of RAM and up to 8 KB of ROM. 

Options include: an IEEE-488 (GPIB) interface' an 
RS-232 interface; case; power pack; development board 
With monitor, trace, disassembler, etc.; assembler; digital 
and analog I.lterfaces. 

The basic board requires 9 to 12 Volts AC or DC at 
300 milliamps for power. 

The retail price is $ 189.00 with substantial OEM dis
counts. 

See your dealer for details. 

New Commodore VlCt.tODEM package now available 

Commodore Computer has announced a VICt.fODEM 
package tor users of Commodore's VIC-2O and C-64 per
sonal computers. 

Included in the package are: the popular 
VlCt.tODEM; a white Northern Telecom telephone with 
the Commodore logo; a modem tape containing all the 
necessary software to use the modem with the VIC-20 or 
C-64; one free hour of time on the Compuserve service; a 
free hour of the Dow Jones News/Retrieval Service; and 
savings on subscriptions to other information sevices in
cluding Marketscan and Info Globe. 

The VlCt.tODEM allows the users of a VIC- 20 Oi 
C-64 to access the world of telecommunications, send 
electronic mail and telex messages, and to access 
numerous Information sources ranging from wire services 
to stock quotes and encyclopedias. Shopping and banking 
are some other uses of the VlCMODEM . 

To find out more about the new Commodore 
VICt.tODEM package, contact an authorized Commodor& 
Computer dealer. 
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Now the VIC 20 and &4 can 
communicate with PET peripheral's 

ACCEPTS ALL COMMODORE IEEE-488 AND 
SERIAL IEEE PLUS RS232 DEVICES 

Would you like to be able to access any of these 
peripherals from your computer? 

• Y3 megabyte disks (Commodore 4040 drive) 

• I megabyte disks (Commodore 8050 drive) 

• 10 megabyte disks (Commodore 9090 hard disk) 

• Printers including a wide range of inexpensive 
IEEE and RS232 matrix and quality printers 

• IEEE instruments such as volt meters, plotters etc. 

Now you are no longer limited by the VIC or the 64's 
serial bus. Simply by attaching INTERPOD you can 
vastly increase the power of your VIC 20 and when 
used with the new 64, INTERPOD turns the computer 
into a really powerful system. 

Price .... . .$245.00 Cdn. 

MAIL ORDER INFORMATION 
If not available from your dealer. please 
send payment incl. $5.00 for shipping (Ont. 
Res, add 7% sales tax). 

'~ .. " •• 
ALL 3 BUSSES MA,Y BE USED SIMULTANEOUSLY 
AND THE SELECTION· PROCESS IS COMPLETELY 
INVISIBLE TO THECON:rROLLING COMPUTER. 

With INTERPOD the VIC and 64 become capable of 
running really professional quality software such as 
Word-processing, Accounting, Instrument control and 
many more. 

INTERPOD will work with any software. Noextra 
commands are required and INTERPOD does not 
affect your computer in any way. 

Using INfERP()D is as easy as this: 
Simply plug INTERPOD into the serial port of your 
computer, power-up and you are ready to 
communicate with any number of parallel and serial 
IEEE devices and any RS232 printer. 

COMPUTER WORKSHOPS L TO 
485 KING STREET EAST. UNIT 9 

TORONTO.ONT,M5A1L8 
14181388-8192 

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED 
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THE EASIEST WORD PROCESSOR FOR THE 64 

full-featured word processor 
direct entry of French text 
global search and replace 
print in video with horizontal scroll 
dictionary spelling checker 
add and subtract columns of figures 
many more feaatures 

You can 

SCRIPT 64 WORD PROCESSING PROGRAM 
A full-featured word processor including: 

.global entry and replace 

.dictionary. spelling checker 

.direct entry of French text 

.print in video with horizontal scroll 

.add and subtract columns of figures 

.many more features .. . 
Price . . ............ $129.00 Cdn. 
Education prices on inquiry. 

THE WORD PROCESSOR THAT CORRECTS YOUR SPELLING MISTAKES 

'R~ ~ua~~~~" 
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Smith-Corona introduces the first printer * 
with real charncter at the unreal price of $1095. 

... --, 
HoYl . h ' 

/ ailable YIlt I 
, aY french I 
, capability. ~ 
,----; 

The Smith-Corona DaisyWheel Printer 
Until now, if you wanted to include a reasonably

priced printer as part of your computer or word processing 
system, you had to use a dot matrix printer. Daisy wheel 
printers were just too expensive. 

Not anymore. Now Smith-Corona* offers a daisy 
wheel printer at such an incredibly low price, you can't 
afford not to include it. That means that even the 
smallest installation or business can now have letter quality 
printing capabilities at every work station. 

The Smith-Corona printer operates with micro
processor-controlled daisy wheel technology, and is 
available with industry standard serial or parallel data 
interfaces. 

Best of all, it produces results identical to those of our 
very finest office typewriters - printing with real character. 
So it can be used to create letters or documents that have 
to look perfect. As well as financial statements, inventory 
reports, direct mail campaigns - anything that requires 
quality printing. 

And it's easy to use-just turn on the power, load the 
paper and away it goes. (It works equally beautifully with 
letterhead bond or fanfold paper. ) There are drop-in ribbon 

cassettes and a choice of easy-to-change, snap-on daisy 
print wheels for a variety of fonts. 

So why not get your hands on a real bargain: letter
perfect printing at an amazingly low price. Because, 
thanks to Smith-Corona, a printer with real character is no 
longer expensive. 

Ask for it by name. S °th Co mt - rona 
• SIIKJ!t's/nJ rrtod frric(' DIVISION OF l!6!1® (CANADA ) LIMITED 

r-------------------------~ 
I Please send me more information on the Smith-Corona daisy I 
I wheel printer. I 
I~~ I 
I Title I 
I I I Company Name I 
I Business Address I 
I City Provo Postal Code I 
: Type of Business : 

Mail coupon or call: I 
II Education Director. I 

Smith-Corona 
I 29 Gervais Drive. Don Mills, Ontario M3C 121 I 
I (416) 449-0164 T I L ____________ _ __ _ _________ ~ 
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~BM fN;T:altFACE:S 
The Conneet~ng Lrnks 

Increase Your Computer's 
Ability 

:BM PRINTER AOAPTERS 
-addressable-switch selectable up

per/lower, lower/upper case 
-works with BASIC;,(¥ORDPRO, 

VISICALC and other software 
-IEEE card edge connector for 

connecting disks and other 
peripherals to the PET· 

-power from printer unless other
wise noted 

RS-232 SERIAL ADA'PrER - baud 
rates to 9600 - power supply 
included 
MODEL-ADA 1450a ....... $149.00 

PENTRONICS/NEC PARAllEL 
i"DAPTER - Centronics 36 pin 

ribbon connector handles 
graphics 
MODEL-ADA 1800.. .. $129.00 
~OMMODOR£ 64 ~ to R8-232 
~ABlE ADAPTER 

-plugs into RS-232 port - provides 
voltage conversions to drive 
standard RS-232 printers, termin
als and mainframes - 6 foot cable 
included - receives power from 
computer - uses address #2 

-electronics fully enclosed - case 
2% x 2 inches 

MODEL ADA 6410F _" 
(Female Connector) .,::( .. ,~, , .. $ 79. 00 
MODEL ADA 6410M 
(Male Connector} .... ........ $79.00 
MODEL ADA 64115 
Modem Cable. . . .... $79.00 

COMMUNICATIONS ADAPTER -
serial & parallel ports - true ASCII 
conversion - baud rates to 9600 -
half or full duplex - X-ON, X-OFF
selectable carriage return delay-32 
character buffer centronics 
compatible power supply 
included 
MODEL SADI ....... ....... $295.00 

"NALOG TO DIGITAlCONVER1rEA 
- 16 channels - 0 to 5.12 volt input 
voltage range - resolution 20 milli
volts per count - conversion time 
less than 100 microseconds per 
channel 
MODEL-PETSET1 , ........ $295.00 

US Dollars Quoted 
$5.00 Shipping & Handling 
MASTERCHARGE / VISA 

IN THE USA order from: 
Connecticut microComputer, Inc. 
36 Del Mar Drive 
Brookfield, CT 06804 
(203) 775-4595 TWX: 710 456-0052 

IN CANADA order from: 
Batteries Included, Ltd. 
186 Queen Street West 
F6 Toronto, Canada M5V 1 S1 
(416) 596-1405 

Dea.!§.r)fJSl.l,lJIle§ Invited 
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DEVELOP-64 
FIVE POWERFUL SOFTWARE 

DEVELOPMENT TOOLS 

1'//15 Of( [rd/ilf!! .Ai'll' IJwk 

INSIDE THE COMMODORE 64'-

THE BOOK 
A. complete clear explanation of machine 
language, Assembly language, Commodore 64 
architecture, graphics, joystick and sound effect 
programming. Detailed step·by·step guide to the 
use of the development tools. How to combine 
BASIC and machine language. make auto"start 
cartridges, interlace with the internal ROM· 
based programs of BASIC and the Kernal 
Sample programs fully ex,plained. 

THE TOOLS 
AssemblerfEditorfload.rJDecoder/Monltor 
Full·featured Assembter allows use of labels, 
comments and arithmetic expre •• lons to create 
machine language programs. Cr.at •. save, 
modify Assembly language programs with the 
Editor. load and link machine language modules 
with the loader. Decode machine '.ngu8ge back 
into aSll8mbly language tor study or Input to the 
Editor. Single·slep program elt9Cution with the 
Monitor. Combines As.emblerlEdllor 'or ma);l· 
mum ease 01 use 

ALL FOR $54.95 PLUS $2.00 POSTAGE AND HANDLING Add $5.00 IOf disk .... 1001. 

Send check. M.O., ViSA/MC ($2.00 S.C.) or specify C.O.D. (add $3.00) to, 

P.O. Box 207, Cannon FaUs, MN 55009 

507·263·4821 
Commodo,~ 64'" Ii if reg"1~f~d TM of 
C ommodor~ B".jn~n MiKhlnes In( 

Basic Utility for the 
Commodore 64 

POWER 64 
-easy to learn 
-easy to use 
-program faster and 

more efficiently 
with better results 

-MOREPOWER 
included FREE 

Powerful Progr,ammer's Utility 
by Bradlempleton 

Manual by jim Butterfield 

$99.95 from your local Commodore dealer. 
For your nearest dealer call: 

(416) 273-6350 
PRO-LINE 
•••• IIIBDFTWARE 

755 THE QUEENSWAY EAST. UNIT 8 
MISSISSAUGA. ONTARIO L4Y 4C5 



SUPERPET 

SuperPET APL Disc Review 
TPUG-ST1 by Carol Shevlin Toronto, Onto 

For those who've never seen APL I 
should mention that it looks very unlike 
other high level languages. APL is written 
in a form of shorthand where one keystroke 
will do the work of several lines of code in 
Basic or Pascal. It is convenient in a 
finance or mathematical environment for 
personal computing. However. the shorthand 
format can render a program unreadable 
even to its author if it isn't well commen
ted. I really enjoy it and think that other 
SuperPET owners will too. once they give 
it a try. The SuperPET APL is a faithful 
version of the APL that is available for 
much larger machines, as opposed to being 
a "tiny" version. All the special characters 
are available and the flavour of the lan
guage comes across unimpeded. 

This APL disc is a real mixed bag. 
Some of the works paces contain programs 
whose only purpose is to wow the crowd 
with unreadable hieroglyphics. while others 
are full of useful stuff. 

Si"'ce there are 23 works paces on the 
disc with an average of 5 programs per 
workspace. I'm going to review only a few 
in depth. 

Almost without exception. the 
works paces whose names start with "byte" 
are ot the 'wow the crowd' variety. To 
anyone interested in learning APL these 
will prove confusing and offputting. I sug
gest you ignore them. 

The works paces that start with Hapl.". 
except "apl.plot". are all taken from the 
tutorial disc that comes with the SuperPET. 
They are documented in the "apl.index· 
workspace. as well as in the MicroAPL 
manual. T.hey will be useful to any 
prospective APL programmer. As well. the 
disc includes the Waterloo workspaces for 
converting your own APL programs from 
version 1.0 to version 1.1. These 
works paces are called "wsconv.aplold" and 
"dfconv.aplold" . 

Now we get down to the more original 
offerings: 

·Tutoria'· is filled with variations of 
the programs trom the tutorial workspaces. 
These offer some insight on the workings 
ot APL's predefined functions, and are 
therefore of interest to the APL program
mer. However, they aren't very useful otherwise. 

·Help· and ·scans· are filled with 
descriptions of the various APL predefined 
functions. These descriptions are, in some 
cases, more detailed and better presented 
than the ones in the MircoAPL manual. 

·Print· contains programs to allow APL 
printing to a CBM printer. Since I don't 
own the appropriate printer. I'm not in a 
position to comment on if and how well 
these might work. 

·Publications· contains a list of APL 
reterence materials. 

·Pert· contains programs that analyse 
a PERT diagram. The documentation is 
scanty, but adequate if you've studied PERT 
diagramming. If you haven't, I'll just say 
that the PERT (Program Evaluation and 
Review Technique) diagram is a network 
model which is used to plan. schedule, and 
control complex projects. I'm planning to 
use this program at work (I wonder if Gord 
Campbell's done a PERT diagram for the 
TPUG Conference?>' 

"Apl.plot· will graph the results of a 
given function over a given set of values. 
It's not 1he most sophisticated plot routine 
I've ever seen. but it's easy to use and 
the results are rather neat. The program 
always formats the graph so it will just fill 
the screen. This makes the results easy to 
read but tends to distort the graph if your 
interval gives results in a very large range. 

"Etimar79pg24· is filled with 14 
programs from the magazine. They are 
mostly concerned with character string 
manipulation: scmething APL is not well 
known tor. Also in the workspace is a 
program called 'solve'. which does some 
linear algebra for ~he fans. APL IS well 
known for its capacity to handle arrays in 
n-space. As well as these useful programs, 
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SUPERPET 
there's one called 'accum' which is one of 
the worst examples of the 'wow the crowd' 
type. According to Its own comments "A Is 
a matrix... Result is the first 2 columns of 
the matrix... why Is not clear". To me. why 
bother?" is not clear. 

-Matrix- solves simultaneous linear 
equations which have Deen randomly 
generated. More linear algebra for the fans. 

-Sep27- contains various short APL 
programs. Ali of these are mathematical 
functions. These will be of interest to 
prospective programmers and math 
students. If you've been dying for a 

• .... ~I.~I~ •••• ~ ... ~ ... ,,111 .... 
............... 1 ..... 1 

Compliments of: 

©!FOOIS3 
e~@~@ 

International Centre 
(Airport Rd. and Derry Rd.) 

Toronto, Ontario 

Thursday, June 23rd. Saturday, June 25th, 
10:00 A.M. to 10:30 P.M. 10:00 A.M. to 10:30 P.M. 

Friday, June 24th, Sunday, June 26th, 
10:00 A.M. to 10:30 P.M. 11 :00 A.M. to 6:00 P.M. 

(F'fH Parking) 

1983 Admission 
Adulta $5.00 Studanta/chltdren under 12 and .."1.,,. $3.00 
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program that gives the sine of an angle 
stated In degrees instead of radians. this 
workspace is for you! 

Well. that's about it except for one 
workspace called "wscreate". I couldn't quite 
figure out what this one was supposed to 
do. So. I'll let It be a challenge to you. 

One hopes that as. if. and when the 
proposed APL group gets going. we'll see 
some more programs become available that 
are useful to the general public. I've got 
ttds one-liner that returns a set of lottario 
numbers ....... 

-WE ALSO HAVE THIS ONE IN GREEN OR 
RED-

/0 (~.8S 

lir : 

COMPUTER-FEST '83 
Hmo.moNT J"U L Y q ANO 1 0 f:~:;;'Y ,: : : 

CALL: JEFF CRIDLAND-291-ISLfS 



CLUB ACTIVITIES 

"Getting Started" 
by Betsy Byrne 
The 'New Mexico Commodore Users' 

began, as I would assume many other 
Commodore groups have, with an outpouring 
of enthusiasm and ideas from users, 
chance met in a local Commodore dealer
ship, Omega's Computer Connection. My 
husband, Danny, and I work for Omega on 
Saturdays, so it seemed natural to ap
proach the owners to discuss using the 
store tor meetings after hours and also to 
request their sponsorship to get us started. 
We also contacted other local Commodore 
dealers about helping sponsor the group. 
but none of them felt they were able to 
get involved to that extent. although they 
thought it was a good idea. 

Armed with whole-hearted approval and 
promise of cooperation from Omega. Danny 
and I called Commodore headquarters in 
Pennsylvania and were put in touch with 
Jeff Hand. who is also on the staff of the 
Commodore Magazine, Power Play, and is 
a Systems Operator for the Commodore 
Information Network. I knew we were on the 
right track when he asked "Is this call 
costing you money? Let me call you back. 
and he did! Jeff was very supportive and 
gave us lots of encouragement explaining 
that Commodore likes to interact with as 
many users as possible and that the user 
groups arc one 01 thc best formats for 
doing this. We also discussed the obvious 
benefits of users sharing information and 
ideas. the ability of the group to maintain 
a public domain software library, and to 
serve as a foundation for specific interest 
clubs such as sound and graphics. or 
telecommunications. 

Another important phone call we made 
was to Jim Butterfield in Toronto. who 
needs no introduction to readers of Comp
ute! and the Commodore Magazine. Jim 
is a memoer of TPUG (Toronto PET Users 
Group). one of the oldest and most 
respected Commodore Groups. He had 
several suggestions for us as to how we 
might structure our group and he certainly 
instilled a large amount at the confidence 

Albuquerque, NM 

we needed to organize this user group! 
Now. feeling we were on firm ground, so 
to speak, we put ads in the classified sec
tion of all the local newspapers under 
·Computers'. put up a sign at Omega. and 
called the other stores that sell Commodore 
products so they might inform their customers. 

Wilen the day of the meeting arrived. 
we had about fifteen people signed up. I 
borrowed folding chairs so that we had 
seating for 22 people in the Omega Comp
uter Connection store. A half an hour or 
so before the meeting I \ went out to pick 
up some cotfee and refreshments. Picture 
my amazement when I returnea to me store 
to find more than fifty people waiting for 
me!! In spite of somewhat(!) crowded condi
tions the meeting was an unqualified suc
COG5. We havo now movod to a larger 
meeting place provided by a local bank. 

Our meeting:> usually follow this format: 
I. We have ct :.;hur l business meeting 

and vote on such things as plans and 
major expenditures. 

2. A speaker is introduced or a 
demonstration is given ot interest to the 
entire group. 

3. We break up into sub-groups and 
gather around our respective computers. 
usually for a computer specific demonstra
tion foilowed by a question and answer session. 

Then general discussion and socializing 
takes over. with people practically waiting in 
line to talk to some of our more 
knowledgeable members! 

Our group organization is as follows: 
Several members are chosen from each 
sub-group to serve as an executive ooara. 
The executive board elects the officers and 
makes executive decisions for the group. A 
monthly newsletter. that is free to mem
bers, is published by the group with addi
tional copies sold in local stores to help 
pay tor the printing costs. 

In between the umbrella Commodore 
group meetings are meetings ot the PET. 
VIC-20. C-64 and other clubs including 
machine language. graphics. and womens' 
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CLUB ACTIVITIES 
BASIC study. We are organizing two 
children's groups called the 'Commodore 
Kids'. a pre-teen. and a 13 to 17 group. 
One of our main goals at the moment is 
to obtain a permanent place from which to 
administer our software and print libraries. 
and to provide a hot-line phone service 
staffed by volunteers to answer questions 
and solve problems. 

MEETING 
R.A. Russell 

VIC-20 CHAPTER MEETING 

The VIC chapter had a lively meeting May 
4th. with an overflow crowd of more than 
100 people. Due to this. the next meeting 
will be at the Earl Haig Auditorium. which 
has space for 800 people. A 4-part series 
of seminars or teaching sessions for the 
combined VIC-20 and C-64 people was 
mentioned. It is free. but pre-registration is 
required. Call (416)249-5805 and leave your 
name on the answering machine. Location 

York Public Library at Northcliff and 
Eglinton. between Vaughan and Dufferin. 
Dates are July 4. and 18. August 2 and 
22. at 7:30 p.m. 
Next. a series of programs was 
demonstrated: 
1 . A mortgage interest calculation 
program was found to be very gooo. 
2. GRUNG-A game like Clue was shown. 
different each time. Allows you to go 
around a castle and attempt to ferret out 
clues as to who is the murderer. the 
weapon and the location. 
3. VIC Hangman-A well-presented game 
with good graphics. 
4. DATA ENTRY Program-A small version 
of Vislcalc--of limited interest unless you 
have extra memory. 
5. WORD PROCESSOR-On tape for May, 
not demonstrated much. 

A Digital Interface unit was plugged into 
the VIC-20 which has write protect switch, 
a 6-position memory selector switch so 
games etc.. in cartridge form may be left 
plugged in. Unit was well made and 
received praise from the membership. For 
further information. call the office. 
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We now have over one hundred mem
bers and we are stili rapidly growing due 
to the increasing popularity of Commodore 
products. Our advice to anyone who has 
been thinking about joining or organizing a 
Commodore User Group is: DO IT! You 
won't believe how much fun It is and how 
rewarding it can be until you try it. 

REPORTS 
Uxbridge, Onto 

A VIC Graphics package from Abacus 
Software. $39.75. was demonstrated. This 
permitted plotting. colour changes. shape 
drawing and was quite fast. Sine waves and 
3-D pictures of waveforms were demonstrated. 
For those who want a couple of lines of 
programming so your program can address 
any size VIC, try: 
10 SC..:POKE(648)"'256: CL=38400: 

THEN CL=37888 (SC=location 
of screen memory. CL is 
Colour memory) 

IF SC<>680 
of top left 
location of 

AID - A tool which allows changing items 
in a program. renumbering and other nifty 
items were mentioned. 
Dave Simpson showed his program for 
keeping track of school courses, ENROLL 
8K. Seems like a useful program for those 
needing this type of data storage and 
processing (print routine not tried yet!>. See 
this on Lunes' tape. 
Chris. with his knowledge of VICs.showed 
screen manipulation. Example: Supposing 
you wanted to put "Test" on line A and be 
able to change A and "Test" to whatever 
line and string desired. try this: 
10 Open 1.0:PO$::;·SQQ ...... "[use Rev $ for 
home. Q for down cursor (21 of them)]20? 
PO$;"QUES":INPUT# 1.A.A$: ?LEFT$ (PO$.A) ;A$: 
GOT020 
Another idea is to print '" 12'" with no sign 
space or trailing space. The statement 
?""''';A''''''' yields'" 12 '" IF A=12 

12. Use ?""'";MID$(STR(A)'2);"·". namely 
make A a string and take the string begin
ning at 2nd character. 



~ 

CLUB ACTIVITIES . 
Lastly, Chris showed how to ask for 

Yes or No answer with desired answer as 
a default value. Try this: 

10 Input "Yes or NOJJYII" ;A$ - rote J 
=right cursor, 1=left cursor. 

20 If A$<>"Y"And A$<>"N"THEN 10 
note we dO not accept any answer but 
Y or N. 

Calendar of. TPUG Events 

There are no monthly meetings tor tno 
Central, Westside. VIC-20 and Commodore-
64 chapters in July and August. 
Four summer sessions for those VIC-20 
and C-64 owners who are new to com
puters--pre- reg istration req u ired 
Mike Hyszka 416-249-5805 
July 4, July 18, AUQust 2, August 22 

TPUG ASSOCIATES CLUB CHAPH.:n 
MEETINGS 

PET Educator~ Group 
(Windsor, Ontario) 
-meeis at Windsor Separate School noard 
Media Centre, 1485 Janette Ave. on tho ,jrd 
Wednesday of each month (not July & 
August) at 7:00 p.m. 
-contact John Moore 519-948-5327 
London Commodore Users Group 
-meets ai Althouse College of Education on 
the iast Monelay of each month at 7'00 p.m. 
-contact. Dennis Trankner 519-681-8059 
Genesee County PET Users Group 
(Flint. Michican) 
-meets at Bentley High School on Belsay 
Rd. on Hle 3rd Thursday of each month at 
7:00 p.m. 
-Contact Gordon Hale 313-239-1366 

Views From The Beffer Half 
by Marty Campbell 

There are attributes that I was never 
told I would need as a wife; but I soon 
fauna out.ana my aaugnter IS getttng an earful. 

As wife and mother of TPUG members, 
my life is naturally affected, There are 
computers allover the house. Dinner con
versations are reduced to PEEKs, POKEs 
and streams of numbers. There are stacks 
of computer magazines and reference 
manuals lying around. All of this is okay 
tor family living. but it gets rather crowded 
at holiday parties. One Christmas gathering 
to which I was looking forward, had PETs 

Toronto, Onto 
people are the greatest! More than one 
call leel to bright. witty conversation. I 
shudder to think ot the 'phone bills some 
of you Americans will be receiving. How 
could I possibly mind my husband being 
part of such a nice group of Commodore-
user . people! 

Nbw the bottom line - to all you wives 
and mothers - THE SECRET IS, (when trip
ping over cables, or trying to dust under 
and around printers and monitors)' 
PRETEND YOU DON'T MIND! In time you 
won't. 

in the library, a PET in the kitchen and a .-•.. ===--==-----=~==--====--===--====--====_t 
C-64 on the piano bench, beside the 
Christmas tree. The only festive music was 
the C-64 Promo playing (over and over) 
Jingle Bells. Rudolph, Silent Night and 
Frosty looking like he needed directions to I 
the men's room. . 

As wife of the Conference Co-ordinator. 
I was even more involved. At least half of 
you TPUG Members who registered for the 
Machine Language Course will remember 
tnat it was I who answered the 'phone and 
took down your name, 'phone number, and 
TPUG number. For several weeks the 
'phone in our house rang constantly. This 
should have been a hassle, but you TPUG 

WORLD'S WORST COMPUTER PUNS 

by John Ylimaki 

If you are the VIC-tim of a HACKING 
cough. VIC's cough drops are useful. Cheer 
up it's not TERMINAL. If you can't shake 
the BUG see your doctor for an IPOdermic. 

DEBUGGING programs is a little like 
swatting mosquitoes. Eliminate one BUG and 
you may find 20 at its funeral. 
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CLUB ACTIVITIES 
••••••••••••• 
: HELP: 

by Doris Bradley ••••••••••••• TPUG Office 
Do you have anything for this column? 

The three headings are: (1) Helpful Hints 
(2) Who's Got the Answer?, and (3) PET 
Pals Wanted. Just send your contributions 
<including answers to any questions in this 
or the June issue) to: 

Toronto PET Users Group 
Dept. Help 
1912A Avenue Rd .• Ste. 
Toronto M5M 4A 1 
Please let us know if you wish your 

full address published. 
HELPFUL HINTS 

Our mail has indicated that many of you 
had difficulty with the Program and Disk 
identifications in our 'old' listings. <These 
are found in TORPET 12 or the Whole PET 
Catalog pages 244 to 275.) This information 
can be helpful so here are some clues for 
you. 

Program Identification 
STAR WARS X3 P 25 TPUG BEST-GAME 
1 
The explanation is: 
STAR WARS - is the name of the item 
X3 - indicates the disk on which "it" is found 
P - indicates "it" is a program rather than 
a sequential file (S) 
25 - idicates "it" takes up 25 blocks on 
the disk 
TPUG BEST-GAME 1 - is the name of the 
disk on which "it" is found 
If you have the 'old' listing, look in the al
phabetical listing of programs and you will 
see that STAR WARS is also on G2 and 
X4; that there Is a VIC-20 version on V1; 
and that there is STAR WARS! on G2. 

Disk Identification 
In the second section of these 'old' list
ings details of each disk are found. Taking 
X3 TPUG BEST-GAME 1 and looking at the 
entry for STAR WARS we find: 

STAR WARS X3 P 25 0401-1CSl 
The explanation is similar. The one dif

ference is the last column. These are hex 
numbers. The program starts at hex 0401 
and ends at hex 1 CS1. 

WHO'S GOT THE ANSWER? 
lawn a SuperPET and have' been making 
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comparisons between Waterloo microBASIC 
and CBM COMAL-80, which are more 
Similar than many people may realize. 

I would like to contact others interested 
in COMAL to compare the various versions. 
My own, of course executes as if on a 
CBM 8032. I would appreciate news from 
any user with CO MAL on a CBM S096, or 
the Instrutek ROM, or Z-RAM, or CP/M. I 
doubt that as yet there are any users out 
there with Apples or CBM "64" COMAL. 
When there are I would like to hear from 
tnem too. 

Harry D. Baecker 
5335 Valiant Dr. NW 

Calgary. AB T3A OY9 
I've been dOing a tair amount of 
programming with the 1541 disk drive and 
my C-64. particularly with "relative files·. 
While my overall reaction is quite 
favorable. there have been quite a few 
glitches that have caused me some 
frustration. For instance, certain combina
tions of four sequential and relative files 
simultaneously opened seem to confuse 
the 1541. I would like to get in touch with 
other 154 I users to compare notes. 

R. B. Yori 
Copley. OH 

Are there others interested in using the 
computer (VIC-2m to control and monitor 
devices outside the computer such as fur
naces, power supplies, meters, A/D con
verters etc.? 

Paul DelPriore 
Somerville, NJ 

need a good, colorful, graphically 
realistic, stimulating. adventure game for the 
C-64--any suggestions? 

Gloria Bears 
Stanton. CA 

'PET' PALS WANTED 
The last question reminds me that there 
are a lot of people out there interested in 
adventure games. <TPUG's disk X5 is a 
non-graphic oneJ.Does a group exist to 
compare notes on hOW to 'get past the 
bear' or whatever? 



CLA,SSIFIED ADS 

5 Cents per word, with $1.00 Minimum. 
Payment in advance to: 

TOAPET CLASSIFIED 
P.O. Box 100 

Station "S" Toronto, Ontario 
Canada M5M 4L6 

Used CBM Dual Disk Drive 4040 
Peter Smith, 2f 58 Orillia St.. Victoria, B.C. 
V9A 1Y5. Inclucie evening 'phone number 

Software: Inventory Control System with 
"point of sales format" for a retail store. 
The system is required for a PET 4032 
with 4040 Disk and 4022 Printer. Contact 
Jim Clefstad, Box 154, Mackenzie, B.C. VOJ 
2CO(l) 

Used CBMDual Disk Drive 4040. Call Ken, 
(416)483-5649. 

Has anyone seen or heard trom Dr. Daley? 
Has anyone experienced and solved 
problems with Dr. Daley's Mail List version 
A.4 or newer? We invite correspondence in 
an effort to retain the utility of this ver
satile software. Call collect (201) 658-3133 
or write L. K. Shick, Stampsoft. P.O. Box 
125, Pluckemin, NJ 07978.(2) 

FOR SALE 

Protect your COM 8032 and 8050 with at
tractive fabric CompuWear covers specially 
made for your units. Keep dust and curious 
tingers otf your investment. Durable crease
resistant fabric is cotton-poplin blend in 
British tan with brown cord trim. Introduc
tory offer: $32. the set (piUS $3 shi
pping/handling>. Send cheque or money or
der for #35 to: CompuWear, P.O. Box 
1594, Skokie, IL 60077 U.S.A. 

Attention VIC-20 and Commodore 64 
users! Rubik Cube for C-64 and VIC-20 
<l6K necessary for $14.00(tape). Do you 
want to traduct your software in "French" 
tor the Quebec French speaking people or 
for France? Have you some software to 
sell or to distribute? Other offers con
sidered. Write: Logimicro Inc.. 138 Des
lauriers, NeutchateL P.Q.. CANADA G2B 3P4. 

VIC-20/64 DIGITIZER and GRAPHICS 
TABLET with 16"X20" drawing board. Con
nect THE HELPING HAND to the game port 
and use it to draw or to trace from paper 
directly onto your screen. A friendly al
ternative to the keyboard, the Helping Hand 
is more versatile than a joystick or pad
dies, and is a powerful· mate for the VIC 
Super Expander cartridge. Two program
mable function keys are mounted directly 
on the drawing board, so you can carry 
out additional operations like clearing the 
screen without using the keyboard. Includes 
demonstration programs, and IS shipped In 

eay-to-assemble form (no soldering). $39.95 
piUS $6.00 shipping and handling from Per
simmon Peripherals, Route 2, Box 2306A
TO,Clayton, GA 30525.{l) 

Used CBM 8032 w/64K expansion boare, 
soft-rom, Spacemker II; CBM 8050 dual-disk 
drive; NEC 5530 Spinwriter printer w/trac
tor-feed; will include manuals and the fol
lowing software: Silicon Office, BPI/GL. 
BPI/AR, Power, approx. 250 games and 
utility programs tor Pet and CBM. Would 
prefer to sell as complete business system. 
For more information, call (603)752-2424 or 
752-2844. Roland Montminy, 513 Norway 
Street. Berlin, NH 03570. 

One only Visicalc New $200, New/Used 
Books PET/CBM Personal Computer Guide 
$8: Advanced BASIC - James Coan $5, 24 
tested games - Ken Tracton $4. Computer 
Programming Fortran $3 TRS 80 Level II 
BASIC 62-2061 $5. Others. Call Kim 
Lowndes (416)729-2480,after 6:00 p.m. or 
leave a message at (416)729-3373 

Convert 8K RAM to 16K. Replace chlp~ 

with low power units. Special cards made 
up. (416)497-2210 or Box 1481 Uxbridge, 
Ont.. CANADA LOC 1 KO. 

Tapes: Blank VIC-20, PET C-20. $7.50 for 
5: C-10 $6.00 for 5 with labels and cases. 
Call (416)497-2210 or write Box 1481 
Uxbridge, Ont.. CANADA LOC 1 KO. 

Learn the power of your C-64 Sid Chi P! 
"Sounder" gives a menu-driven, easily used 
control of all functions. $11.95 Tape, $12.95 
Disc from: Superior Shores Software, 
Inc .. P.O. Box 323, Grand Marais, MI 49839(1) 
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Printer DOT MATRIX Centronics 730-1A 
$325. (416)536-1094. 

VIC-20. Commodore 64. at discount prlce~ 
piuS other hardware and a good line of 
sottware. We are a nationwide company and 
we support what we sell. For more in
formation please write or call: 
TECHICOM.28495 Joy #019. Westland.MI. 
U.S.A. 48185; Attn.Manager - (313)422-0499. 

Computer Day Camps available now in tne 
Mississauga area! We feature small class 
size. expert instrtiction. complete hands
on". For more information. call (416)826-
5017 after 5. 
--------------------------,------------
C-64. cassette. joystick. games. Original 
price $1200. Must sell $600 firm. (416)878-9406 

SOFT ROM OWNERS &/or people who 
would like the convenience of changing 
ROMS outside their machine - if you have 
an 8096. 8032. Superpet or any 40 column 
machine and you want your roms to reside 
outside the machine for easy access. Cable 
assembly available for each socket. $ 18.95 
U.S. or Canadian funds plus $1.00 ship
ping. 2 cables $35.00. Send cheque or 
money order to E de F Promotions. 123 
Francine Drive. Willowdale. Ontario M2H 
2H 1. OntariO residents add 7% Tax. 

PET Joystick Interface Now any PET or 
CBM can use joysticks and game paddles. 
Accepts popular Atari and Apple-style 
joysticks/game paddles. No assembly re
quired. Ready to plug into User Port. 
Sample software provided. Only $69.95. Send 
cheque. money order. VISA/MC (please in
clude expo date) or specify C.O.D. to: J 
Systems Corp.. 1 Edmund PI.. Ann Arbor. 
MI 48103. U.S.A. Credit card orders. call 
(313)662-4714 collect. 

Printer Stand: Avoid the hassle when 
using Clumsy Doxes of ,fan-folded printer 
paper. Printer Stand raises your printer to 
a workable height neatly keeping up to 800 
sheets beneath it. Custom-made for your 
printer in 100% oak. $19.95 (+ ship> 
(Specify Pri.lter>' Computercraft 36 Anglesea 
Street. Goderich. ON N7A lT9. 
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---------------------------------------
VIC/COMMODORE 64 Desk Top Cabinet: An 
attractive desk, top unit designed to neatly 
hold a VIC or Commodore 64 keyboard, two 
disk drives and a monitor in 100% oak. 
$49.95 (+ ship). Computercraft 36 Anglesea 
Street. Goderich. ON N7 A lT9 

One Word Pro 4 Plus complete package. 
hardly used. $320. Call John Irvine or Joe 
Oi Trapani at Bishop Ryan High School 166 
Queenston Road. Hamilton. Ont. 547-2125. 
After 6P.M. call 388-5020,"(1) 

-FOR SALE-: COMMODORE 8032 
microcomputer and 8050 dual disk drive 
(one megabyte capacity). like new. $2500.00 
for the pair. Will not sell separately. Write 
CS Design Inc. Box 602. Waterloo. Ontario, 
N2J 4B8." (2) 

EXPANDAPET--8K to 32K memory expan
sion with dual disk drive suitable for 8K 
PET. $1500.00 complete. Two 8K PET's 
$450.00 each including lots of software. 
Centronix P-1 printers with PET interface 
cable. brand new. $295.00 each. Phone 
(416) 366-6192 

Are you a C-64 owner In need of AID? 
Well. we've got one for you. The C-64 
programmers aid package adds 6 DOS 
wedge commands. (>@ /'t\fo) A simple ex
tended M.l. monitor (::RMGXLSFTHDP.A) plus 
27 other additional programs and system 
management commands (Find. Change. 
PET. SETUP. COLOR SCREEN. DUMP. 
CONVERT. APPEND> to name only a few. 
RTC Link compatible. If you are interested 
in learning more about this program. send 
$1.00 (refundable on purchase) to G.R. 
Walter. General Delivery. Proton Station. 
Ontario, Canada. NOC 1 LO. If from outside 
Canada. send U.S. funds. Or if you want to 
get AID right away. send $40.00 check or 
money order. 

CATALOGS 

PET/CBM ADDS-ON FREE CATALOG. ECX 
GOMPUTER COMPANY has over 20 new add 
on circuits and software for your PET/CBM 
computer and peripherals. For a FREE 
CATALOG. send a self-addressed stamped 
envelope to ECX COMPUTER COMPANY. 
2678 North Main Str.. Walnut Creek. 
California. 94596 (1) 



New Additions to t e TPUG Library 

LIST -ME.C3.l.VO XA - TPUG BEST MISC.P ;r SIGN 

PET 
TERMINAL.l12 $ SIGN 

TERM.l12 VISIBLE PET % SIGN 

LIST -ME.C3.L.Vl TOLL BRIDGES NUMBERS l-S 

LIST -ME.C3.L.V2 STAR LANES NUMBERS 6-0 

(P) CONTESl 
TV SATELLITES EACH NUMERAL 
BILLBOARD ALPHA PROGRESS 

GRAPHIC AID 4.0 X8 - TPUG BEST MISC.P DOCTOR 8032 DUM 3.4 

G.AID 4.0 
DOCTOR.lNS KEYBOARDING 

DOS HEX DUMPER INVADERS 4.4 BOWLING COVER 

DOS DISSASSEM. rAST INVADRS 4.4 SIMCAL INSTR.W LIST -ME PXB.L 

DISK HEX DUMPER ACROBAT.F SIMCAl.Z 

CHANGE LOAD ADD. CAR RACE.F LOAN AMORT.8 C-64 
I lEADER CHANGER MISSION IMP.F SCOPYS.8 

G.AID PROG# 1.PAL NIGHT DRIVER.F SCOPY INSTR.8 

G.AID PROG#2.PAL BACKGAMMON.F rAST INVADERS.8 

GRAPHIC AID.lNST DISK MASTER V2.P CRYPTOGRAMS.P (C) CONTCST 

I WRIGHT ------ 5TH SCOTTE-INST. TURTLE.8 

PITS! 5 TH SCOTTE.f' CBM .4032 V2.f' o CAMPBELL ------

SCOTT ALLAN--- ML STOPKEY.P WP BUSTER/PET.P LIGHT CYCLES 64! 

SAFARI TAPE PHONPHILE.P DISK LOGGER.P o FRANCIS------

QUEST DISK PHONPHILE.P SUPERMON INST.P VOYAGER VI 

MAZE MAN PHONE NUMBERS.P SUPERMON1.REl.4 40 RADIUS 

TRIPLE YAHTZEE WWV.O SUPERMON4.REl.P 60 RADIUS 

INTERCEPTOR WWVI.O SUPERMON2.REl.P SPHERE.l 

MISSILE COMMAND WWVII.O MORTGAGE.Z 10 DEGREES 

CENTURION WWVIlt.8 DISASSEMBLER.P 20 DEGREES 

ULTRA ZAP WWIX,O PROG CONVERTER.Z 30 DEGREES 

CSCAPE WW WORD LlST.D STORYWRITRIV10.P 4S DEGREES 

W LEWANIAK----- WWIA LIST -ME PXAL 60 DEGREES 

LIBRARY OVERDUE WWltA 70 DEGREES 

LIB TEACH EDIT WWIltA 80 DEGREES 

LlBTCH S2IS2 WWIVA XB - TPUG BEST EDUC.P 90 DEGREES 

LIB MARCH lG SUPERSPEED SORT. 120 RADIUS 

R GERRARD------ LIST-ME PXS.L SCREEN PRINT 1~0 RADIUS 

PIRATE ADVENTURE NOS TRANSLATOR3 FILE MAKER lS0 RADIUS 

STOCK TICKER rtNANCE 1.4 A ET.PLOT 

G SCHWARTZ---- MUSIC LESSON B GLOBE 

SEMI MUSIC LESSON 2 C 

SEMI DOCUMENT. 
0 

r ROSENTHAL --- X9 - TPUG BEST MISC.P E (CHU - TPUG MAY/S3.C 

CYCLE! 
F 

COPY-ALL H LIST ME TPUG MAY 

C3 - OAT A COMMUN.P MUL TI-INVADERS! I PONZO TUTOR-S.C 

WATERMELON J PONZO TUTOR-6.C 

.A,UTODIAL TERM SPREAD SHEET 40T K PONZO TUTOR-7.C 

AUTO DIAL ML SPREAD SHEETSODT L BACH FUGUE.C 

INTELCOM3/4O PRINT USING M CNTERTAINER.C 

INTELCOM3 PRINT USING&TEST N TERMINAl.64.2.C 

INTELCOM4 PRNT USING ML 0 TERM.64.C 

TERM.R12 SCREEN ROUTINES P NIGHTMARE PARKC 

RS232 DOC BAS&ML COMBINER Q WHEEL FORTUNE.C 

AUTOTERMllG QUIET AFTERNOON R YESTERDAY.C 

TERM.Rl2AI1G Q-BACK CHALLENGE ::l C-64 GRAPHER.C 

TERMINAl.R12 COSMIC FIGHTER T 64 H-R PLOT MIL 

TERMINAl.S12 I lEX DUMPER SO U BLACKJACKC 

SUPERCOM FIZZBIN V BIRTHDAY.C 

FREQ GENERATOR! FIZZBIN SK RULES W TWIN BAGELS.C 

VTS2.BIN FIZZBIN SK GAME X SUBMARINES.C 

VTS2.BASIC PUKMAN Y 
CBM SOlO STAR SYSTEM 

.., ... 
COMM PRIMER WARLORDS INSTR SCREEN (C)E1 - TUTORIALS.C 

SOlO MODEM DRIVR WARLORDS GAME liOME ROW 
LOGGER BLOCKADE ALL ROWS LIST ME El 

TERM INST.WP 1 ALIEN BLASTER G PONZO TUTOR-1.64 

TERM INST.WP 2 OUTPOST -ML3 FLASH PONZO TUTOR-2.64 

MORSE TUTOR OUTPOST FILE MAKER II PONZO TUTOR-3.64 

MORSE-BTIRFLD LIST -ME PXS.L HIGH WRIST PONZO TUTOR-4.64 

TERMINAL DOC MINEFIELD 2 LOW WRIST PONZO TUTOR-S.64 

INTELCOM SHIFT LOCK PONZO TUTOR-6.64 
PONZO TUTOR-7.64 
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(C)E2 - TUTORIALS.C (C)G2 - PICTURES 2.C DIXIE.C CANADIAN MORTGAG 
TWINKLE.C STAR DESTROYER 

LIST ME E2 LIST-ME CG2.L YANKEE.C VIC ARTIST 
SPRITES TUT-1.64 CONT.LDR.ML 8UNFIRE.C MATHOFr 
SPRITES TUT-2.64 III RES LOADEn PONG.C: POKER! INSTRNS . 
GRAPHIC TUT-1.64 SCREEN RAYGUN.C ZARZON BASe 
GRAPHIC TUT-2.64 CONT.LDR.PAL SIREN.C: SNAKES & LADDERS 

SQUEEZE AUEN.C: PLOW BY NUMBER 
TEX BELL.C DIANE'S NUMBERS 

(C)G1 - PICTURES 1.C IIOPALONG BOMB.C: J YPING TUTOR 
GUY CLAP.C: MARSTON CITY 

LIST-ME CG1.L FIG1 PIANO.C LUNAR LANDER 
CONT.LDR.ML FlG2 MUSIC 
III RES LOADEn FIG3 MUSIC· J.B. 
SCREEN MOUND2 rOKER - VIC 
CONT.LDR.PAL EYES VIC ALARM CLOCK 
SPIRAL.1 FRIENDS VIC-20 LA.BEL MAKER V3 
SUE SINCOS2 
KAREN SATELLITE 
SNOOPY DONALD.DUCK (vnv - TPUG JUNE 83.V 
ALBERT VM.THINGS 

(V) CONTEST 
DOLLAR SESAME.ST LIST -ME VTV.L 
DIP NUDE.REV FALLING STAfl DRIVE DISM 
'SNAIL VIS.ROSEnt:: THE HELICOPTER CROWN 3D 
DES. 1 VIS.G1A HEll. PART 2. CALCULATE BASE.V 
7-3HILL XMAS.CARD.1 FORT. HUNT.lNST. ALPHA SORTER.V 
MUSIC 4HILL!i FORTUNE HUNTEn METRIC CONVERTV 
MAP UXB PART 1 DATE FORMATER.V 
DIANE UXB PART 2 SPEED READING.V 
WILLY (C)S1 - MUSIC/SOUND 1.C MINESLlDt:: ENROL LIST 8KV 
RACCOON SUB-SINKINST VISION TEST.V 
SINCOSl LIST-ME CS1.L SUB-SIN K.MAIN LONG DIVISION.V 
WATCH THE KANON.C INDEX ONE ARM BANDIT.V 
WINSTON BACH FUGUE VIC TEXT EDITOR TARGET SHOT.V 
MICROMETER ENTERTAINER.C VIC-DATA BASE ST ARSHIP 3KV 
NUDE YESTERDAY.C VIC SPIRAL PING/PONG(T).V 

BACH DUET.C MINER-8K-INTRO STATE CAPITAL.V 
ORGAN.C MINER-8K -GAME USA SONG.V 

TPUG's This and That 

It was great to meet so many of our members at 
the conference. A number of you pitched in and helped 
at the registration/disk return desk. A great big Thank 

g You~ 
Club Chapters 

There are now 3 club chapters aff.llated with TPUG. 
More than 180 members of PET Educators Group 
(Windsor, Ontario), London Commodore Users Group, 
and Genesee County PET Users Group (Flint, Michigan) 

~ have saved $5 each on their associate membership fees 
and each of these groups is receiving at least 1 free 
disk of the month. The detailS of their meeting places 
and contact people appears elsewhere in 'Calendar of 
TPUG Events'. Are there any other groups interested in 
<1 Similar arrangement? Details are in the TPUG in
tormation package (the insert in the March/April TO R PET). 

PET Emulator 
It has finally arrived in Canada! We hope to have a 
summer student assess the PET library in order to find 
out which of the PET public domain programs work with 
the C-64. If you can tell us about any of our PET dis
ks, please do. Many hands make light work. 

HAM Radio 
VIC-20 NET 8:30 pm Mondays at 3760khz (75 meter 
band) NET Manager Joe Cain VE3ANJ, NET Control Bill 
Melhvish VE3AOY 

COmmodre User's NET-9 am Saturdays at 7158 
khz (40 meter band) 

-also 2 pm Sundays, local time, at 14230 khz (20 
meter band) 

TN Disk/Tape 
TPUG has a policy of only having public domain 
software on TPUG disks. As soon as we become aware 
that a copyrighted program is on a disk/tape we 
remove it. This is why you will NOT find Frogger and 
Centipede on TN. The new listings for the library witl 
delete any mention of them. 

Com~ore Educational Software 
This summer, this software is being upgraded and 
enlarged (up to 1/3 more programs). This upgraded 
software Will be available in the Fall. 

Stamps 
A number of people closely associated with the TPUG 
oHice are stamp collectors (philatelists), so if you have 
the option please use unusual stamps rather than ordi
nary ones. In philatelic terms we like commemoratives 
rather than "definitives". Thanks. 

Doris Bradley 
Assistant Business Manager 
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PET/CBM/COMMODORE 64 

• 

Professional Word Processor at a Breakthrough Price 
PaperClip"" performs all the advanced 
features found in Word Processors costing 
much more ... 

1) Full screen editing. 2) Copy/Transfer 
sentences and paragraphs. 3) Insert/ 
Delete sentences and paragraphs. 
4) Headers/Footers/ Automatic page 
numbering. 5) Justification/Centering. 
6) User defineable keyphrases. 
7) Supports both cassette and disk. 
8) Variable data - Form letters. 
9) Horizontal scrolling up to 
126 characters. 
10) Insert/transfer/erase 

Price: 

$150.~? 

BATTEA~E6 
~nClLJDED 
186 Queen Street 
Toronto, Ontario 
Canada M5V lS1 
(416) 596-1405 

columns of numbers. 11) Add/subtract 
columns of numbers. 12) Supports most 
dot matrix and letter quality printers. In fact, 
a printer set-up routine is supplied to 
take the best advantage of the printer at 
hand. 13) French and Math technical 

character sets 
available. 




